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Abstract
We introduce the new concept of cartesian module over a pseudofunctor R from a small category to
the category of small preadditive categories. Already the case when R is a (strict) functor taking values
in the category of commutative rings is sufficient to cover the classical construction of quasi-coherent
sheaves of modules over a scheme. On the other hand, our general setting allows for a good theory of
contravariant additive locally flat functors, providing a geometrically meaningful extension of Crawley-
Boevey’s Representation Theorem. As an application, we relate and extend some previous constructions
of the pure derived category of a scheme.
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1 Introduction
Let X be a small site (that is, a small category whose Grothendieck topology is defined by a pretopology,
see [33]). The usual way of defining a ringed site is by considering pairs pX,OXq, where OX is a sheaf of
commutative rings. More generally a ringed category pX,OXq is a pair such that X is a small category
and OX is a presheaf of commutative rings on X. Then, the category of presheaves of OX -modules on
X can be defined. On the other hand, a (not necessarily commutative) ring may be regarded as a special
case of a small preadditive category, that is, a small category R such that Rpa, bq is an Abelian group,
for each a, b P ObR, and morphism composition distributes over addition. So the category of modules
over a preadditive category naturally arises. There are many sources in the literature which deal with
this generalization. Quoting from [25], “[...] there have been several papers concerned with replacing
theorems about rings by theorems about additive1 categories. What does not seem to be generally realized
is the degree of completeness to which the program can be carried out,[...] ”. In fact, most facts about
module theory have their counterpart in the theory of “modules over rings with several objects”.
This paper attempts to take Mitchell’s quote one step further. Indeed, given a small category C, we
take a representation R : C Ñ Add to be a pseudofunctor from C to the category of small preadditive
categories (see Definition 3.1). In case R : C Ñ Add is indeed a functor, we call R a strict representation.
In fact, we will be mainly concerned with strict representations in case Add is just the category Ring of
(non necessarily commutative) rings. The prototypical example of a strict representation is constructed
letting C be the small category attached to the poset of open affines on a scheme X, while the functor
R arises from the structure sheaf OX (see also Example 3.2).
Given a representation R : C Ñ Add, we define the category Mod-R of “right modules” over R (see
Definition 3.6), whose main properties are studied in Subsection 3.2.
Theorem. Let C be a small category and let R be a representation of C. Then Mod-R is an pAb.4˚q
Grothendieck category. If furthermore C is a poset, then Mod-R has a projective generator.
Proof. See Theorem 3.18.
In Subsection 3.3, we define a tensor product in Mod-R (taking values in the category of Abelian
groups) and hence we get a natural notion of flatness in Mod-R. Its definition yields the following:
Proposition. Let R be a representation of the small category C and let M be a right R-module. If Mc
is flat in pRopc ,Abq for all c P ObC, then M is flat.
If furthermore C is a poset and R is left flat, then also the converse is true, that is, M is flat in
Mod-R if and only if Mc is flat in pRopc ,Abq, for all c P ObC.
Proof. See Proposition 3.21.
However (extending work from [8]), in this paper we are mainly concerned with the full subcategory
ModcartpRq of Mod-R of the so-called cartesian right R-modules (see Definition 3.22). For some special
small sites C, the category of cartesian modules may be regarded as the category QcohpRq of quasi-
coherent modules, where R corresponds to a sheaf of commutative rings on C. This is certainly the case
of the small category C of the poset of all open affines on a scheme X, when R is the structure sheaf OX .
In this general setting we can prove the following Theorem, recovering [8, Corollary 4.4] and [5, Corollary
3.5]:
Theorem. Let C be a small category and consider a right flat representation R : C Ñ Add (see Definition
3.5). Then, the category ModcartpRq is Grothendieck.
Proof. See Theorem 3.23.
The abstraction of ModcartpRq has some nice consequences that we consider in this paper. For in-
stance it enables to define a “good” theory of contravariant additive flat functors in a rather general
context that encompasses categories of quasi-coherent sheaves of modules. The classical theory of con-
travariant additive flat functors is related with locally finitely presented additive categories. We recall
that a locally finitely presented additive category A (in the sense of [3]) is an additive category with
direct limits such that every object is a direct limit of finitely presented objects, and the class of finitely
presented objects is skeletally small. A sequence 0 Ñ L fÑM gÑ N Ñ 0 in A is pure if
0 Ñ HompT,Lq Ñ HompT,Mq Ñ HompT,Nq Ñ 0
1In [25] Mitchell uses the term “additive” for what is usually known as “preadditive”.
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is exact, for each finitely presented T of A (in this case g is said to be a pure epimorphism and f a
pure monomorphism). Therefore, locally finitely presented additive categories come equipped with a
canonical notion of flat object (in the sense of Stenstro¨m [31]) and of pure-injective object. Namely,
F is flat if every epimorphism M Ñ F is a pure epimorphism. And E is pure-injective if every pure
monomorphism E ÑM splits.
Let us elaborate a bit more on the classical representation theory of locally finitely presented additive
categories. We start from the case of the category of right R-modules (R associative ring with identity),
which is certainly locally finitely presented and additive. The subcategory mod-R of finitely presented
right R-modules is a skeletally small additive category in which idempotents split. A representation
theorem of Crawley-Boevey [3, Theorem 1.4] asserts, in particular, that the category Mod-R of right
R-modules is equivalent to the category Flatppmod-Rqop,Abq of contravariant additive flat functors
from pmod-Rqop to the category of Abelian groups. Under such equivalence, the pure short exact
sequences correspond to short exact sequences in Flatppmod-Rqop,Abq. Similarly, pure-injective modules
correspond to flat functors F such that every short exact sequence in Flatppmod-Rqop,Abq whose first
non-zero term is F splits (see [17]). Modules satisfying this homological condition are called cotorsion.
They were first introduced by Harrison in [16] for Abelian groups as a homological generalization of the
algebraically compact Abelian groups.
For a more general locally finitely presented additive category A, one obtains an equivalence between
A and the category FlatpfppAqop,Abq of contravariant additive flat functors from the additive and
skeletally small category of finitely presented objects of A into Abelian groups. On the other hand, the
category pfppAqop,Abq of all contravariant additive functors, may be regarded as the category Mod-S,
the category of all unitary right S-modules, for a certain ring S with enough idempotents; under this
identification, FlatpfppAqop,Abq corresponds to the class of all unitary flat right S-modules FlatpSq.
Consequently, the study of locally finitely presented additive categories is encoded in the study of the
category of flat right S-modules for a ring with enough idempotents (see [13–15] for an extension to
flat cotorsion modules of the classical theory of pure-injective modules). As an application of this
techniques, Herzog showed in [17] the existence of pure-injective envelopes for any object in a locally
finitely presented additive category.
For many schemes X that occur in practice (e.g., quasi-compact and quasi-separated), it is known
that the category of quasi-coherent modules on X is a locally finitely presented Abelian category (see [20,
I.6.9.12], and [12, Proposition 7] for the explicit statement). This is also the case for the category of
quasi-coherent modules on a Noetherian stack (see [24, Lemma 3.9]) and on a concentrated Deligne-
Mumford stack (see [30, Theorem A and Proposition 2.7]). However the general theory explained above,
when applied to this setting, confronts a major problem: the usual (categorical) notion of purity in a
locally finitely presented additive category is not in general well-behaved in categories of sheaves. As
an evidence of this, it was shown in [10, Theorem 4.4] that for a wide class of projective schemes the
only flat object coming from the categorical notion of purity is the zero sheaf. This suggests that a
different notion of purity, better reflecting the local nature of the scheme, should be considered. The
papers [6,9] deal with purity in terms of modules of sections rather than categorical purity. This “local”
notion of purity gives back the classical notion of flat sheaf in terms of the stalks (or equivalently in
terms of flatness of the module of sections on each open affine); one can show that, unless the scheme is
affine, this notion of flatness does not coincide with the categorical flatness described above. Working
with the local notion of purity, it was shown in [6] that pure injective envelopes exist, and in [9] that
a good notion of pure derived category on a quasi-separated scheme can be defined from an injective
Quillen model category structure in the category of unbounded complexes of quasi-coherent modules.
From that perspective, this paper continues the ongoing program on the study of the properties of this
purity by presenting a new version of the classical representation theorem of locally finitely presented
additive categories in terms of contravariant additive flat functors.
More precisely, we exhibit a “local” version of the Yoneda extension functor that allows to embed
ModcartpRq (with R : C Ñ Ring a strict representation) into the category of cartesian modules over a
new representation Rfp : C Ñ Add defined as follows (see Section 4 and, in particular, Definition 4.6):
Definition. Let R : C Ñ Ring be a strict representation. We define the pseudofunctor Rfp : C Ñ Add
as follows:
– Rfppcq “ mod-Rc, for all c P ObC;
– Rfppαq “ ´ bRc Rd : mod-Rc Ñ mod-Rd, for all pα : cÑ dq P C;
– given pα : c Ñ dq and pβ : d Ñ eq P C, we let µβ,α : RfppβqRfppαq Ñ Rfppβαq be the natural
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isomorphism such that, for all F P mod-Rc,
µβ,α : RfppβqRfppαqF “ pF bRc Rdq bRd Re ÝÑ F bRc Re “ RfppβαqF
pf b r1q b r2 ÞÝÑ f bRβpr1qr2 ;
– given c P ObC, δc : idRfppcq Ñ Rfppidcq is the natural isomorphism such that, for all F P mod-Rc,
pδcqF : idRfppcqF “ F ÝÑ F bRc Rc “ Rfppidcq
f ÞÝÑ f b 1Rc .
In this way, we obtain a new category of cartesian modules over Rfp. It would be desirable for this
category to share the same categorical properties as the original ModcartpRq. This turns out to be case:
Lemma. In the notation of the previous definition, R is a right flat representation if and only if Rfp is
right flat. Consequently, for such R, both ModcartpRq and ModcartpRfpq are Grothendieck categories.
Proof. See Lemma 4.7.
Let L.FlatpModcartpRfpqq be the full subcategory of ModcartpRfpq whose objects are the cartesian
modules M such that Mc P Flatppmod-Rcqop,Abq, that is, Mc is a contravariant additive flat func-
tor in ppmod-Rcqop,Abq, for each c P ObC (see Proposition on page 2). Our main theorem asserts
that the category of cartesian modules over a strict representation R : C Ñ Ring is equivalent to
L.FlatpModcartpRfpqq. Notice that the definition of flatness used here is the analog in ModcartpRfpq
to the definition of a flat quasi-coherent sheaf. Notice also that the ambient category ModcartpRfpq does
not have in general enough projectives (as opposed to the ambient category pfppAqop,Abq of additive
contravariant functors associated to a locally finitely presented additive category A). Finally, the cate-
gories L.FlatpMod-Rfpq Ď ModcartpRfpq need not be locally finitely presented (again, as opposed to the
usual additive contravariant functor categories FlatpfppAqop,Abq Ď pfppAqop,Abq).
Representation Theorem. Let C be a small category and let R : C Ñ Ring be a strict representation.
Then the Yoneda functor Y : Mod-RÑ Mod-Rfp induces equivalences
Mod-R – L.FlatpMod-Rfpq and ModcartpRq – L.FlatpModcartpRfpqq .
Proof. See Theorem 4.13.
Under this equivalence a short exact sequence 0 Ñ LÑM Ñ N Ñ 0 in ModcartpRq is pure (that is,
0 Ñ Lc ÑMc Ñ Nc Ñ 0 is pure in Mod-Rc, for each c P C) if and only if 0 Ñ Y pLq Ñ Y pMq Ñ Y pNq Ñ
0 is exact in L.FlatpModcartpRfpqq. Consequently, the study of pure-injective objects in ModcartpRq is
equivalent to the study of flat cotorsion objects in L.FlatpModcartpRfpqq. One main advantage of this is
the following: it easily follows by the results of [5] that the category ModcartpRfpq admits covers with
respect to the class L.FlatpModcartpRfpqq. A standard argument then yields the existence of cotorsion
envelopes in ModcartpRfpq. In fact if Y pMq P L.FlatpModcartpRfpqq then its cotorsion envelope lies in
L.FlatpModcartpRfpqq and it corresponds to the pure-injective envelope of M in ModcartpRq. Thus we
get the following:
Corollary. Let C be a small category and let R : C Ñ Ring be a strict representation. Then, every
M P ModcartpRq has a pure-injective envelope.
Proof. See Theorem 5.4.
Another application of the Representation Theorem is that the pure homological algebra we just
defined in ModcartpRq is encompassed by Quillen’s homotopical algebra. That is, the category of un-
bounded chain complexes of objects in ModcartpRq has a model structure that reproduces the pure
homological algebra. In [9, §1. Corollary] the authors define the pure derived category on a quasi-
separated scheme. There, they also give an alternative approach for defining the pure derived category
in [9, §1. Theorem C] by showing that there is an injective model category structure on the category
of unbounded chain complexes of flat sheaves. This second approach is the one followed by Murfet and
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Salarian in [26] to define the pure derived category on a Noetherian separated scheme. We point out
that these pure derived categories are necessarily different from the ones introduced in [22] and [2] (as
they make reference to a different notion of purity). Our Representation Theorem enables us to infer
that the two constructions are related in the sense that the pure derived category of a scheme X in [9, §1.
Corollary] is the homotopy category of the injective model category structure on the category of un-
bounded chain complexes of locally flats in ModcartpRfpq (i.e. the modules in L.FlatpModcartpRfpqq),
where Rfp is the representation associated to the structure sheaf of X. Hence, we can define the pure
derived category in the general setting of cartesian modules on a strict representation of rings so, in
particular, with no restriction on the scheme.
Corollary. Let C be a small category and let R : C Ñ Ring be a strict representation. There exists an
exact Quillen model category structure in the category of unbounded complexes of objects in ModcartpRq
where the weak equivalences are the pure quasi-isomorphisms. Its corresponding homotopy category is
the pure derived category of cartesian R-modules.
Proof. See Theorem 5.7.
2 Preliminaries: Rings with several objects and their mod-
ules
In this paper we will be concerned with small preadditive categories and modules over them. In what
follows we state some basic results that will be needed in later sections.
2.1 Generalities
2.1.1 Preadditive categories
We denote by Add the category of small preadditive categories, while we denote by Ring (resp., Comm.Ring)
the full sub-category of Add of unitary associative (commutative) rings. By R we usually denote a small
preadditive category. By r P R we mean that r is a morphism in R, while we use the notation a P ObR
when a is an object in R.
Definition 2.1. Let R and S be two small preadditive categories. The tensor product R b S is the
following small preadditive category:
– the set of object ObpRb Sq is just ObpRq ˆObpSq;
– given pr1, s1q, pr2, s2q P ObpRb Sq we let
HomRbSppr1, s1q, pr2, s2qq “ HomRpr1, r2q bZ HomSps1, s2q ;
– composition of morphisms in Rb S is defined by the following law:
pf1 b g1q ˝ pf2 b g2q “ pf1 ˝ f2q b pg1 ˝ g2q .
Using the properties of the tensor product of Abelian groups, it is not difficult to show that the
tensor product RbS in the above definition is again a preadditive category. One can also show that the
tensor product of preadditive categories is associative using the same property for the tensor product of
Abelian groups.
2.1.2 Modules
A right (resp., left) module M over a small preadditive category R is a (always additive) functor
M : Rop Ñ Ab (resp., M : R Ñ Ab). A morphism (a natural transformation) φ : M Ñ N between
right R-modules consists of a family of morphisms φa : Mpaq Ñ Npaq (of Abelian groups), with a
ranging in ObR, such that the following squares commute for all pr : aÑ bq P R:
Mpaq φa // Npaq
Mpbq
Mprq
OO
φb // Npbq
Nprq
OO
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We denote by pRop,Abq (resp., pR,Abq) the category of right (resp., left) R-modules. We often say
just module to mean right R-module when no confusion is possible. When R is a ring we usually write
Mod-R and R-Mod for pRop,Abq and pR,Abq, respectively.
Lemma 2.2. Let R be a small preadditive category. The category of modules pRop,Abq is a Grothendieck
category with a family of small projective generators.
The above lemma is well-known, but let us give some hint for the proof. Indeed, the zero object
0 in pRop,Abq corresponds to the trivial functor Rop Ñ Ab, which sends any object to 0 and any
morphism to the zero morphism. Given a morphism φ : M Ñ N in pRop,Abq, the (co)kernel of φ is
constructed sending a P ObR to the (co)kernel of φa and sending pr : a Ñ bq P R to the unique map
Kerpφaq Ñ Kerpφbq (resp., CoKerpφaq Ñ CoKerpφbq) given by the universal property of (co)kernels. By
this description we see that a sequence 0 Ñ N Ñ M Ñ M{N Ñ 0 in pRop,Abq is short exact if and
only if 0 Ñ Npaq Ñ Mpaq Ñ pM{Npaqqp“ Mpaq{Npaqq Ñ 0 is a short exact sequence in Ab, for all
a P ObR.
Analogously, arbitrary products and coproducts are induced componentwise by the products and co-
products in Ab. By this description we see that pRop,Abq is a bicomplete Abelian category with exact
products and exact colimits.
To see that pRop,Abq is Grothendieck, it remains to describe a family of generators. In fact more is
true, that is, pRop,Abq has a family of small projective generators that correspond to the corepresentable
functors
HomRp´, aq : Rop Ñ Ab
with a P ObR. In what follows we use the notation
HomRp´, aq “ Ha .
Let M be a right R-module. By the Yoneda Lemma, there is an isomorphism of Abelian groups
HompRop,AbqpHa,Mq –Mpaq ,
for all a P ObR. This justifies the following definition:
Definition 2.3. Let R be a small preadditive category and let M be a right R-module. Given a P ObR,
an a-element of M is a morphism m : Ha Ñ M , while an element of M is an a-element for some
a P ObR. We write m PM to mean that m is an element of M . Furthermore, we let
|M | “
ÿ
aPObR
|HompHa,Mq| “
ÿ
aPObR
|Mpaq|
The following lemma comes from the analogous properties in Ab, so we omit its proof.
Lemma 2.4. Let R be a small preadditive category. Then,
(1) given a short exact sequence 0 Ñ N ÑM ÑM{N Ñ 0, in pRop,Abq,
|M | “ |N | ¨ |M{N | ď maxt|N|, |N |, |M{N |u .
(2) given a set I and Mi P pRop,Abq for all i P I,ˇˇˇˇ
ˇà
iPI
Mi
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ “ sup
#ÿ
iPF
|Mi| : F Ď I finite
+
ď supt|N|, |I|, |Mi| : i P Iu .
Let R be a small preadditive category, let M be a right R-module, and let N ďM be a submodule.
By the description of the Abelian structure given after Lemma 2.2, we can identify Npaq with a subgroup
of Mpaq, for all a P ObR. Suppose now that M 1 is another right R-modules and let N 1 ď M 1. Given a
morphism φ : M ÑM 1, we say that ψ : N Ñ N 1 is a restriction of φ if the following square commutes
M
φ // M 1
N
OO
ψ // N 1
OO
where the vertical arrows are the canonical inclusions of N ÑM and N 1 ÑM 1.
Lemma 2.5. In the above notation, the following are equivalent
(1) a restriction ψ : N Ñ N 1 exists;
(2) for all a P ObR, φapNaq Ď N 1a;
(3) for all a P ObR and all f : Ha Ñ N ÑM , there exists g : Ha Ñ N 1 ÑM 1 such that φ ˝ f “ g.
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2.1.3 Bimodules
Let R and S be two small preadditive categories. A (left R)-(right S)-bimodule M is a functor
M : Sop bRÑ Ab .
Notice that HomRp´,´q : RopbRÑ Ab is a (left R)-(right R)-bimodule. Furthermore, given a functor
φ : RÑ S, we obtain the following (left R)-(right S)-bimodule
HomSp´, φp´qq : Sop bRÑ Ab .
Given a (left R)-(right S)-bimodule M : Sop bRÑ Ab, for all a P ObR we obtain a right S-module
Mp´, aq : Sop Ñ Ab .
Similarly, we obtain a left R-module Mpb,´q for all b P ObS.
A homomorphism of (left R)-(right S)-bimodules is the same as a homomorphism of left Rop b S-
modules, so that the category of (left R)-(right S)-bimodules is naturally equivalent to the category
pRop b S,Abq.
2.2 Tensor product and flat modules
2.2.1 The tensor product functor
Let R be a small preadditive category. As for the case when R has one object (so R is a ring), there is
a tensor product functor
pRop,Abq ˆ pR,Abq ÝÑ Ab
which satisfies many natural properties. The tensor product can be characterized by a universal property,
but we prefer the following more explicit definition.
Definition 2.6. Let R be a small preadditive category and let M P pRop,Abq, N P pR,Abq, then
M bR N “
˜ à
aPObR
Mpaq bZ Npaq
¸
{T ,
where T is the subgroup generated by the elements of the form2
Mprqpxq b y ´ xbNprqpyq , r P HomRpa, bq , x PMpbq , y P Npaq .
Furthermore, given two morphisms φ : M ÑM 1 in pRop,Abq and ψ : N Ñ N 1 in pR,Abq, we define the
following homomorphism of Abelian groups
φbR ψ : M bR N ÑM 1 bR N 1
as the morphism induced on the quotient by the diagonal morphismà
aPObR
φa bZ ψa :
à
aPObR
Mpaq bZ Npaq Ñ
à
aPObR
M 1paq bZ N 1paq .
The following natural properties of the tensor product can be easily verified by hand.
Lemma 2.7. Let R be a small preadditive category. Then,
(1) the tensor product
´bR ´ : pRop,Abq ˆ pR,Abq Ñ Ab
is cocontinuous (it commutes with colimits) in both variables;
(2) Ha bR N – Npaq, for all a P ObR and N P pR,Abq;
(3) letting Ha˚ “ HomRpa,´q, M bR Ha˚ –Mpaq, for all a P ObR and M P pRop,Abq.
Let us conclude with the following
Definition 2.8. Let R be a small preadditive category and let N ď M P pRop,Abq. We say that N is
pure in M if the sequence 0 Ñ N bR K ÑM bR K is exact for all K P pR,Abq.
The above notion of purity can be “reduced” to purity in categories of modules over a unitary ring;
this reduction, and some of its consequences, is described in the Appendix.
2Contrarily to N , M is contravariant, so that Mprq : Mpbq ÑMpaq, while Nprq : Npaq Ñ Npbq.
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2.2.2 Tensor product of bimodules
We have seen that the tensor product is a functor pRop,Abq ˆ pR,Abq Ñ Ab. If we want a tensor
product that takes values in categories of (bi)modules other that Ab we need to start with categories of
bimodules, instead of categories of modules.
Definition 2.9. Let R, S and T be small preadditive categories, let M be a (left T )-(right S)-bimodule
and let N be a (left S)-(right R)-bimodule. We define the (left T )-(right R)-bimodule
M bS N : Rop b T Ñ Ab
as follows:
(1) for all t P ObT and r P ObR, pM bS Nqpr, tq “Mp´, tq bS Npr,´q;
(2) given morphisms pr : a1 Ñ a2q P Rop and pt : b1 Ñ b2q P T , we define
pM bS Nqpr b tq : pM bS Nqpa1, b1q Ñ pM bS Nqpa2, b2q
to be the tensor product over S of the two morphisms Mptq : Mp´, b1q Ñ Mp´, b2q (of right S-
modules) and Nprq : Npa1,´q Ñ Npa2,´q (of left S-modules).
Given two homomorphism φ : M Ñ M 1 (of (left T )-(right S)-bimodules) and ψ : N Ñ N 1 (of (left
S)-(right R)-bimodules) we define the following homomorphism of (left T )-(right R)-bimodules:
φb ψ : M bS M 1 Ñ N bS N 1 ,
such that pφb ψqpr,tq “ φp´,tq b ψpr,´q.
One verifies that the above definition gives a functor
´bS ´ : pSop b T,Abq ˆ pRop b S,Abq Ñ pRop b T,Abq .
Lemma 2.10. Let R, S, T and U be small preadditive categories, and consider bimodules M : SopbRÑ
Ab, N : T op b S Ñ Ab and K : Uop b T Ñ Ab. There is a natural isomorphism of (left R)-(right U)-
bimodules
pM bS Nq bT K „ÝÑM bS pN bT Kq ,
such that, given r P R and u P U , the component
ppM bS Nq bT Kqpr, uq ÝÑ pM bS pN bT Kqqpr, uq ,
is determined by the assignement pl b hq b k ÞÑ l b phb kq, for all l PMpr, sq, h P Nps, tq, k P Kpt, uq,
s P S, t P T .
2.2.3 Flat modules
Let us start with the following
Definition 2.11. Let R be a small preadditive category and let M P pRop,Abq. Then M is flat if the
functor
M bR ´ : pR,Abq ÝÑ Ab
is exact.
Given a functor α : AÑ B and b P ObB, the fiber of α over b is the category A{b such that
– the objects of A{b are pairs pa, fq, where a is an object in A and f : αpaq Ñ b is a morphism in B;
– a morphism T : pa, fq Ñ pa1, f 1q in A{b is a morphism T : a Ñ a1 in A such that the following
diagram commutes in B
αpaq
αpT q

f // b
αpa1q f 1
BB
A non-empty category A is filtered from above if it satisfies the following conditions
– given two objects a, a1 P A, there is an object b P A such that HomApa, bq ‰ H ‰ HomApa1, bq;
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– given two parallel arrows φ, φ1 : aÑ a1, there is an arrow ψ : a1 Ñ b, such that ψφ “ ψφ1.
The following classical result characterizes flat modules.
Lemma 2.12. [27] Let R be a small preadditive category and consider the Yoneda functor
Y : RÑ pRop,Abq .
A right R-module M is flat if and only if the fiber R{M of Y over M is filtered from above.
2.3 Change of base
Let R and S be two small preadditive categories and let φ : R Ñ S be a functor. The restriction of
scalars along φ is the functor
φ˚ “ p´ ˝ φq : pSop,Abq Ñ pRop,Abq ,
which is defined just composing a functor N : Sop Ñ Ab with φ, to obtain a functor φ˚pNq “ N ˝
φ : Rop Ñ Ab. On the other hand, one defines the extension of scalars along φ
φ! “ p´ bR HomSp´, φp´qqq : pRop,Abq Ñ pSop,Abq ,
just as the tensor product over R by the (left R)-(right S)-bimodule HomSp´, φp´qq. One can show
that the extension of scalars is left adjoint to the restriction of scalars. In fact, the unit
ηφ : idpRop,Abq Ñ φ˚φ!
is defined as follows: for all M : Rop Ñ Ab and all a P ObR, the component at a of pηφqM : M Ñ φ˚φ!M
is the unique homomorphism of Abelian groups
Ma Ñ ppM bR HomSp´, φp´qqq ˝φqa “ pM bR HomSp´, φp´qqqφpaq “
à
bPObR
MbbZ HomSpφpaq, φpbqq{T
which sends m PMa to (the image in the quotient of) mb idφpaq PMa bZ HomSpφpaq, φpaqq. Similarly,
the counit
εφ : φ!φ
˚ Ñ idpSop,Abq
is defined as follows: for all N : Sop Ñ Ab and all c P ObS, the component at c of pεφqN : φ!φ˚N Ñ N
is the unique homomorphism of Abelian groups
ppN ˝ φq bR HomSp´, φp´qqqc “
à
bPObR
Nφpbq bZ HomSpc, φpbqq{T Ñ Nc
which sends nb f to Nf pnq P Nc, for all n P Nφpbq, f : cÑ φpbq, and b P ObR.
Definition 2.13. Let R and S be two small preadditive categories and let φ : R Ñ S be an additive
functor. The adjunction pφ!, φ˚q is said to be the change of base adjunction along φ.
By definition, the scalar restriction φ˚ along any functor φ is exact. On the other hand, the scalar
extension φ! is only right exact in general.
Definition 2.14. Let φ : R Ñ S be a functor between small preadditive categories. We say that φ is
right flat if the scalar extension φ! along φ is exact. Similarly, φ is left flat if φ
op : Rop Ñ Sop right flat.
Let now φ : R Ñ S and ψ : S Ñ T be functors between preadditive categories. Just by definition,
φ˚ψ˚ “ pψφq˚, so that there is a natural isomorphism ψ!φ! – pψφq! (as these functors are adjoint to
the same functor). In the following lemma we give an explicit description of such an isomorphism:
Lemma 2.15. Let φ : R Ñ S and ψ : S Ñ T be functors between preadditive categories. Given M P
pRop,Abq, there is a natural isomorphism
pM bR HomSp´, φp´qqq bS HomT p´, ψp´qq ÝÑM bR HomT p´, ψφp´qq (2.1)
defined composing the natural isomorphism
pM bR HomSp´, φp´qqq bS HomT p´, ψp´qq ÑM bR pHomSp´, φp´qq bS HomT p´, ψp´qqq
described in Lemma 2.10, with the following natural isomorphism:
HomSp´, φprqq bS HomT pt, ψp´qq „ÝÑHomT pt, ψφprqq
pf : sÑ φprqq b pg : tÑ ψpsqq ÞÝÑpψpfq ˝ g : tÑ ψφprqq .
which holds, naturally, for all r P ObR and t P ObT . More explicitly, the map in (2.1) is defined by the
assignements
pmb pf : bÑ φprqqq b pg : tÑ ψpbqq ÞÝÑ mb pψpfq ˝ gq .
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2.4 Crawley-Boevey’s classical results
Let R be a ring and denote by mod-R the full subcategory of finitely presented modules in Mod-R.
Consider the contravariant Yoneda functor
Y : Mod-RÑ ppmod-Rqop,Abq such that M ÞÑ HomRp´,Mqæmod-R ,
for any M P Mod-R and, similarly, Y pφq “ HomRp´, φqæmod-R, for any homomorphism φ of right
R-modules. Consider also the following evaluation at R functor, which goes in the opposite direction:
Y ´1 : ppmod-Rqop,Abq Ñ Mod-R such that M ÞÑMpRq ,
for allM : pmod-Rqop Ñ Ab, whereMpRq : Rop Ñ Ab sends r P R to the morphismMpr ¨´q : MpRq Ñ
MpRq, and pr ¨´q : RÑ R is the endomorphism of R (considered as a right R-module) such that s ÞÑ rs.
Similarly, given a natural transformation Φ: MÑ N , we let Y ´1pΦq “ ΦR.
Lemma 2.16. In the above notation, Y ´1 is a left adjoint to Y . In fact,
(1) the counit of the adjunction ε : Y ´1Y Ñ idMod-R is defined by
εM : HomRpR,Mq ÑM such that pφ : RÑMq ÞÑ φp1q ,
for all M P Mod-R;
(2) the unit of the adjunction η : idppmod-Rqop,Abq Ñ Y Y ´1 is defined by
pηMqK : MpKq Ñ HomRpK,MpRqq ,
for all M : pmod-Rqop Ñ Ab and K P mod-R, such that
pηMqKptqpkq “Mpkqptq ,
for all t PMpKq and k P K, where k is identified with the homomorphism RÑ K sending 1 ÞÑ k.
The proof of the above lemma is an exercise and it consists in verifying the counit-unit identities.
Let us recall also the following classical result:
Lemma 2.17 (Yoneda). The counit ε : Y ´1Y Ñ idMod-R of the above adjunction pY ´1, Y q is a natural
isomorphism of functors.
We can now state the following celebrated result from [3]:
Theorem 2.18 (Crawley-Boevey). Given a ring R, the essential image of the contravariant Yoneda
functor Y : Mod-R Ñ ppmod-Rqop,Abq coincides with the full subcategory of ppmod-Rqop,Abq, whose
objects are the flat functors. Furthermore, the restriction Y ´1 : Flatppmod-Rqop,Abq Ñ Mod-R is a
quasi-inverse for Y : Mod-RÑ Flatppmod-Rqop,Abq.
The following consequence of the above theorem allows for a good “purity theory” in Mod-R:
Corollary 2.19. Let R be a ring. Then a short exact sequence 0 Ñ N ÑM ÑM{N Ñ 0 is pure exact
in Mod-R if and only if 0 Ñ Y pNq Ñ Y pMq Ñ Y pM{Nq Ñ 0 is exact in ppmod-Rqop,Abq.
3 Modules over representations of small categories
3.1 Representations of small categories
Definition 3.1. Let C be a small category, a representation of C is a pseudofunctor R : C Ñ Add, that
is, R consists of the following data:
– for each object c P ObC, a preadditive category Rc;
– for all c, d P ObC and any morphism α : cÑ d, an additive functor Rα : Rc Ñ Rd;
– for any object c P ObC, an isomorphism of functors δc : idRc „ÝÑ Ridc ;
– for any pair of composable morphism α and β in C, an isomorphism of functors µβ,α : RβRα „ÝÑ
Rβα.
Furthermore, we suppose that the following axioms hold
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(Rep.1) given three composable morphisms c
αÑ d βÑ e γÑ f in C, the following diagram commutes
RγRβRα
µγ,β

Rγpµβ,αq // RγRβα
µγ,βα

RγβRα
µγβ,α // Rγβα
(Rep.2) given a homomorphism pα : cÑ dq P MorC, the following diagram commutes
Rα
δd
##G
GG
GG
GG
GG
δc
{{ww
ww
ww
ww
w
RαRidc
µα,idc ##G
GG
GG
GG
GG
RiddRα
µidd,α{{ww
ww
ww
ww
Rα
A representation R : C Ñ Add is said to be strict if it is a functor, that is, Ridc “ idRc , Rβα “ RβRα,
and δ and µ are identities.
Given a representation R : C Ñ Add and pα : cÑ dq P MorC, we denote by
α! : pRopc ,AbqÕ pRopd ,Abq : α˚
the change of base adjunction induced by Rα.
We will often consider representations of a small category C on some full subcategory of Add as, for
example, the category of (commutative) rings.
Example 3.2. [5, 8] In this example we list three representations of small categories naturally arising
in geometric contexts:
(1) let pX,OXq be a scheme, choose an affine open cover U (e.g., the family of all the affine opens) of
X an let C be the category associated with the poset U , ordered by reverse inclusion. Then there
is a natural representation OX : U Ñ Comm.Ring such that U ÞÑ OXpUq;
(2) let X be an algebraic stack with structure sheaf of rings OX . In this case we consider C to be a
small skeleton of the category of affine schemes smooth over X and we let R act as the sheaf of
rings OX .;
(3) let X be a Deligne-Mumford stack with structure sheaf of rings OX . We take C a small skeleton
of the category of affine schemes that are e´tale over X (such a small skeleton must exist as e´tale
morphisms are of finite type) and we let R act as the sheaf of rings OX .
Let C be a small category, and let R : C Ñ Add be a representation. Let also c αÝÑ d βÝÑ e be
morphisms in C, call γ “ βα their composition and consider the base change adjunctions pα!, α˚q,
pβ!, β˚q and pγ!, γ˚q, relative to the additive functors Rα : Rc Ñ Rd, Rβ : Rd Ñ Re, and Rγ : Rc Ñ Re,
respectively. In what follows we will describe some precise relations among these three adjunctions.
Recall first the notion of horizontal pasting of two natural transformations. Indeed, let F1, F2 : RÑ S
and G1, G2 : S
op Ñ T be functors, and let α : F1 Ñ F2 and β : G2 Ñ G1 be natural transformations.
The horizontal pasting
α ˚ β : G2F2 Ñ G1F1
is a natural transformation such that pα ˚ βqa “ G1pαaq ˝ βF2paq, for all a P ObR.
Lemma 3.3. Let C be a small category, let R : C Ñ Add be a representation, let c αÝÑ d βÝÑ e be
morphisms in C and let γ “ βα. There are natural isomorphisms of functors:
σβ,α : α
˚β˚ ÝÑ γ˚
such that pσβ,αqM “ pµ´1β,α ˚ idN q : γ˚N Ñ α˚β˚N , for all N : Rope Ñ Ab, and
τβ,α : β!α! ÝÑ γ! ,
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where, for all M : Ropc Ñ Ab, pτβ,αqM : β!α!M Ñ γ!M is the following composition:
pM bRc HomRdp´, Rαqq bRd HomRep´, Rβq p˚qÑ M bRc HomRep´, RβRαq p˚˚qÑ M bRc HomRep´, Rγq ,
where the map p˚q is described in Lemma 2.15, and p˚˚q is the map idM bRc HomRep´, pµβ,αqp´qq.
Notice that, for a strict representation, σβ,α is just the identity, while τβ,α reduces to the isomorphism
described in Lemma 2.15.
Let us now use the natural isomorphisms constructed in the above lemma to relate units and counits
relative to different change of base adjunctions. The proof of the following lemma consists in checking
the statement on elements.
Lemma 3.4. Let C be a small category, let R : C Ñ Add be a representation, let c αÝÑ d βÝÑ e be
morphisms in C and let γ “ βα. Denote by ηα, ηβ, and ηγ (resp., εα, εβ, and εγ) be the units (resp.,
counits) of the change of base adjunctions pα!, α˚q, pβ!, β˚q and pγ!, γ˚q, respectively. Then there are
commutative squares:
β!α!α
˚β˚
β!pεαqβ˚ //
β!α!pσβ,αq

β!β
˚
εβ

idpRopc ,Abq
ηγ //
ηα

γ˚γ!
γ˚pτ´1
β,α
q

β!α!γ
˚
pτβ,αqγ˚

γ˚β!α!
pσ´1
β,α
q
α˚β˚

γ!γ
˚ εγ // idpRope ,Abq α
˚α!
α˚pηβqα! // α˚β˚β!α!
The following condition on a representation is fundamental in defining the category of cartesian
modules:
Definition 3.5. A representation R of a small category C is right (resp., left) flat if, for any α P C, the
functor Rα is right (resp., left) flat.
The three representations described in Example 3.2 are all (left and right) flat (see [5, 8]).
3.2 The category of modules
Definition 3.6. Let R : C Ñ Add be a representation of the small category C. A right R-module M
consists of the following data:
– for all c P ObC, a right Rc-module Mc : Ropc Ñ Ab;
– for any morphism α : cÑ d in C, a homomorphism Mα : Mc Ñ α˚Md.
Furthermore, we suppose that the following axioms hold:
(Mod.1) given two morphisms pα : cÑ dq, pβ : dÑ eq in C, the following diagram commutes:
Mc
Mβα ..
Mα // α˚Md
α˚Mβ // α˚β˚Me
pβαq˚Me
µα,β˚idMe
OO
(Mod.2) pδc ˚ idMcq ˝Midc “ idMc , for all c P ObC;
where µα,β ˚ idMe and δc ˚ idMc are horizontal pastings, as described before Lemma 3.3. Given two right
R-modules M and N , a morphism φ : M Ñ N consists of a family of morphisms φc : Mc Ñ Nc (one for
any c P ObC) in pRpcqop,Abq such that the following square commutes for any morphism α : cÑ d in C:
Mc
φc //
Mα

Nc
Nα

α˚pMdq α
˚pφdq // α˚pNdq
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We denote by Mod-R the category of right R-modules. Notice that one can define analogously the
category R-Mod of left R-modules. When no confusion is possible we will say module to mean right
R-module. Notice that, if R is a strict representation, the axioms (Mod.1) and (Mod.2) for a right
R-module M , boil down to the conditions: Mβα “ α˚Mβ ˝Mα and Midc “ idMc .
Definition 3.7. Let R be a representation of a small category C and let M P Mod-R. Then we let
|M | “
ÿ
cPObC
|Mc| .
Lemma 3.8. Let C be a small category and let R be a representation of C. Then Mod-R is a bicomplete
Abelian category. Furthermore, Mod-R is pAb.4˚q and pAb.5q.
Proof. Let us start showing that Mod-R is a bicomplete Abelian category. Indeed, Mod-R has a zero-
object (the object with 0 in each component). Arbitrary products and coproducts can be taken com-
ponentwise (use the fact that the functors α˚ commute with both products and coproducts). Similarly,
kernels and cokernels can be taken componentwise (use the fact that the functors α˚ are exact), thus
it is also clear that the canonical morphism between image and coimage is an isomorphism, as it is an
isomorphism in each component. By this description of kernels, cokernels, products and coproducts, it
follows that products and colimits are exact in Mod-R, being exact componentwise.
The subtle point in proving that the category of modules is a Grothendieck category, is to show that
it has a generator.
The lemma below generalizes the following well-known fact in module theory: let R and S be rings
and let φ be a ring homomorphism, given a right R-module M and an element x P M bR S, there are
elements m1, . . . ,mn PM and s1, . . . , sn P S such that x “ řni“1 mi b si.
Lemma 3.9. Let R and S be small preadditive categories, let φ : R Ñ S be a functor and let M P
pRop,Abq. Then,
(1) there exists a family tai : i P Iu of objects of R, a family of sets tAi : i P Iu and an epimorphism
in pSop,Abq à
iPI
pHφpaiqqpAiq Ñ φ!pMq ;
(2) given b P ObS and a b-element f : Hb Ñ φ!pMq there exists a finite set ta1, . . . , anu of objects of R
and a morphism f 1 :
Àn
i“1 Hai ÑM such that f factors through φ!pf 1q, that isÀn
i“1 Hφpaiq
φ!pf 1q

Hb
D
33
f // φ!M
Proof. (1) Choose a family tai : i P Iu of objects of R, a family of sets tAi : i P Iu and an epimorphism
in pRop,Abq à
iPI
pHaiqpAiq ÑM .
Since φ! is a left adjoint, it is cocontinuous and right exact, thus the following morphism is an epimor-
phism à
iPI
pφ!HaiqpAiq Ñ φ!pMq .
To conclude it is enough to show that φ!pHaiq – Hφpaiq for all i P I. But in fact, for all b P ObS,
pφ!pHaiqqpbq “ Homp´, aiq bHompb, φp´qq – Hompb, φpaiqq “ Hφpaiqpbq .
(2) follows by part (1), by the fact that Hb is a projective object (so that f can be lifted along the
epimorphism constructed in (1)) and since it is finitely presented (so that our lifting factors through a
finite sub-coproduct).
Let R be a small category, in what follows we denote by MorpRq the set of all morphisms in R.
Corollary 3.10. Let R and S be small preadditive categories, let κ “ maxt|N|, |MorpRq|, |MorpSq|u and
let φ : R Ñ S be a right flat functor. Let M P pRop,Abq and let X be a set of elements of φ!pMq such
that |X| ď κ. Then, there exists M 1 ďM such that
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(1) |M 1| ď κ;
(2) for all x P X, x is an element of φ!pM 1qpď φ!pMqq;
(3) M 1 is pure in M and φ!pM 1q is pure in φ!pMq.
Proof. For any x P X, there is a finite family ta1pxq, . . . , anxpxqu of objects of R and a morphism
fx :
Ànx
i“1 Haipxq ÑM such that x factors through φ!pfxq. Consider the disjoint union
B “
ğ
xPX
ta1pxq, . . . , anxpxqu ,
let f “ ÀxPX fx : ÀxPXpÀnxi“1 Haipxqq Ñ M , and set N “ Impfq ď M . Consider the following
observations:
– |Hr| ď |MorpRq| ď κ for all r P ObR;
– |B| ď maxt|N|, |X|u ď κ (as there is an obvious finite-to-one map B Ñ X).
By Lemma 2.4, |N | ď κ. Using Theorem A.2, we can take M 1 ďM such that N ďM 1, M 1 is pure and
|M 1| ď κ. To conclude it is enough to show that φ!pM 1q is pure in φ!pMq. Indeed, given K P pS,Abq,
we have to show that 0 Ñ φ!pM 1q bS K Ñ φ!pMq bS K is exact. But in fact,
φ!pMq bS K “ pM bR Homp´, φp´qqq bS K –M bR pHomp´, φp´qq bS Kq ,
and the same holds for M 1, so that, letting K 1 “ Homp´, φp´qq bS K P pR,Abq, we obtain that
0 Ñ φ!pM 1q bS K Ñ φ!pMq bS K is exact if and only if 0 Ñ M 1 bR K 1 Ñ M bR K 1 is exact, which is
true by the purity of M 1 in M .
Definition 3.11. Let R be a representation of a small category C and let M be a right R-module. Given
α P C, c P ObC and a P ObRc, the morphism Mα induces a homomorphism of Abelian groups
Mα : HompRopc ,AbqpHa,Mcq Ñ HompRopd ,AbqpHRαpaq,Mdq
which sends f P HompRopc ,AbqpHa,Mcq to the adjoint morphism of Mα ˝ f with respect to the adjunctionpα!, α˚q (we are using implicitly the natural isomorphism α!Ha – HRαpaq).
The following lemma is the technical ingredient needed to prove that Mod-R is a Grothendieck
category, which will be concluded in the successive corollary.
Lemma 3.12. Let R be a representation of a small category C, and let
κ “ supt|N|, |MorC|, |MorRc| : c P ObCu .
Let also M P Mod-R, f P Mc and let N ď M be a submodule such that |N | ď κ. Then, there exists a
submodule N 1 of M such that |N 1| ď κ, N ď N 1 and f P N 1c.
Proof. Let N 1c be the Rc-submodule of Mc generated by Nc and tMαpfq : α P EndCpcqu. Furthermore,
we let N 1d be the Rd-submodule of Md generated by Nd and
Ť
αPHomCpc,dqMαpN 1cq (where MαpN 1cq “tMαpfq : f P N 1cu is a set of elements of N 1d). It is not difficult to check that |N 1d| ď κ, for all d P ObC.
Let now pβ : dÑ eq P C, we want to show that Mβ : Md Ñ β˚Me restricts to a morphism N 1β : N 1d Ñ
β˚Ne. By Lemma 2.5 we should check that, for all a P ObRd and all f : Ha Ñ N 1d Ñ Md, there
exists g : Ha Ñ β˚N 1e Ñ β˚Me such that Mβ ˝ f “ g. Indeed, by definition of N 1e, the morphism
Mβpfq : HRβpaq ÑMe factors through the inclusion N 1e ÑMe, the desired map g : Ha Ñ β˚N 1e Ñ β˚Me
is the adjoint morphism to Mβpfq along the adjunction pβ!, β˚q.
Corollary 3.13. Let R be a representation of a small category C, then Mod-R has a generator.
Proof. Notice first that, by Lemma 3.12, any R-module M is the sum of its submodules N such that
|N | ď κ (for κ as in the statement of the lemma). Then, if we take a family of representatives F of all
the R-modules N such that |N | ď κ up to isomorphism, then F is a family of generators. Since Mod-R
is cocomplete,
ÀF is the generator we are looking for.
Remember that a poset is a small category C such that |HomCpc, dq| ď 1 for all c, d P ObC. In the
particular case when C is a poset we can prove that, given a representation R of C, Mod-R is not only
Grothendieck, but it has also a projective generator (see Corollary 3.17).
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Definition 3.14. Let C be a poset, let c P ObC and let R be a representation of C. The extension by
zero functor at c, extc : pRopc ,Abq Ñ Mod-R is defined by sending an Rc-module M to extcpMq, where
extcpMqd “
#
α!M if H ‰ HomCpc, dq Q α;
0 otherwise.
and where the structural map extcpMqβ is given by the following composition:
extcpMqβ : pαdq!M
pεβqpαdq!M // β˚β!pαdq!M
β˚τβ,αd // β˚pαeq!M ,
for all β P HomCpd, eq, αd P HomCpc, dq and αe P HomCpc, eq. More explicitly, the component at a given
b P ObRd of the above composition sends a standard generator m b f P ppαdq!Mqb “ ÀaPObRcMa bZ
HomRdpb,Rαdpaqq{T to mb ppµβ,αdqa ˝Rβpfqq P β˚pαeq!M .
Furthermore, given a homomorphism φ : M Ñ N in pRopc ,Abq and d P ObC, we let
extcpφqd “
#
α!φ if α P HomCpc, dq ‰ H;
0 otherwise.
One defines analogously the functor extc˚ : pRc,Abq Ñ R-Mod.
To verify that extcpMq is a module one has to check the axioms (Mod.1) and (Mod.2). Indeed, the
axiom (Mod.1) consists in verifying the commutativity of the following diagram:
extcpMqd
extcpMqγβ ..
extcpMqβ // β˚extcpMqe β
˚extcpMqγ // β˚γ˚extcpMqf
pγβq˚extcpMqf
µγ,β˚idextcpMqf
OO
where αd : c Ñ d, αe : c Ñ e, αf : c Ñ f , β : d Ñ e, and γ : e Ñ f . Let us check commutativity on an
element mb h P ppαdq!Mqb, (where m PMa and h : bÑ Rαdpaq, for some a P ObRc):
mb h

,,
 // mb ppµβ,αdqa ˝Rβphqq  // mb ppµγ,αeqa ˝Rγpµβ,αdqa ˝RγRβphqq
mb ppµγβ,αdqa ˝Rγβphq ˝ pµγ,βqbq
mb ppµγβ,αdqa ˝Rγβphqq
_
OO
where equality holds by the commutativity of the following diagram:
RγRβpbq
RγRβphq //
pµγ,βqb

RγRβRαdpaq
Rγpµβ,αd qa //
pµγ,βqRαd paq

RγRβαdpaq
pµγ,βαd qa

Rγβpbq
Rγβphq // RγβRαdpaq
pµγβ,αd qa // Rγβαdpaq
where the left-hand square commutes since µγ,β is a natural transformation, while the right-hand square
commutes by the axiom (Rep.1).
Let us now verify (Mod.2). Indeed, given αd : cÑ d, we have to show that, for all b P ObRc,
ppδd ˚ idextcpMqdq ˝ extcpMqiddqb “ pidextcpMqdqb .
This amounts to say that, given m b h P ppαdq!Mqb (with m P Ma and h : a Ñ Rαdpbq for some
a P ObRd),
mb ppµidd,αdqb ˝Riddphq ˝ pδdqaq “ mb h
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and this equality follows by the commutativity of the following diagram:
a
pδdqa

h // Rαdpbq
pδdqRαd pbq

idRαd
""
Ridda
Ridd
phq
// RiddRαdpbq
pµidd,αd qb // Rαdpbq
where the left-hand square commutes since δd is a natural transformation, while the triangle commutes
by the axiom (Rep.2).
Remark 3.15. Let C be a poset and let R be a right (resp., left) flat representation of C. Then, just
by definition, extc (resp., extc˚ ) is an exact functor.
Let C be a small category and let R be a representation of C. Then there is a canonical functor
evc : Mod-RÑ pRopc ,Abq
called evaluation at c, that sends a right R-module M to Mc and a morphism φ to its c-component φc.
In the following proposition we are going to show that, in case C is a poset, extc is left adjoint to evc.
Proposition 3.16. Let C be a poset and let R be a representation of C. Then, for all M P Mod-R and
N P pRopc ,Abq there is a natural isomorphism
HomMod-RpextcN,Mq – HompRopc ,AbqpN,Mcq .
Proof. Define a map Φ: HomMod-RpextcN,Mq Ñ HompRopc ,AbqpN,Mcq such that
Φpφ : extcN ÑMq “ pφc : N ÑMcq .
It is easily seen that Φ is a group homomorphism. Let us show that Φ is bijective.
Φ is injective. Take φ P KerpΦq, that is, φc “ 0. Let d P ObC, we want to show that φd “ 0. This
is clear in case HomCpc, dq “ H, so suppose α P HomCpc, dq ‰ H. Notice that there is a commutative
diagram
α!N
α!pφcq“α!p0q“0 //
id
))
α!ppηαqN q

α!Mc
α!pMαq

α!α
˚α!N
α!α
˚pφdq //
εα!pNq

α!α
˚Md
εMd

α!N
φd // Md
where ε and η are respectively the counit and the unit of the adjunction pα!, α˚q. This implies that
φd “ 0, so that φ “ 0, as desired.
Φ is surjective. Let φ : N ÑMc. We are going to define a morphism ψ : extcpNq ÑM such that ψc “ φ:
ψd “
#
pεαdqMd ˝ pαdq!pMαd ˝ φq if H ‰ HomCpc, dq Q αd;
0 otherwise;
where εαd is the counit of the adjunction ppαdq!, pαdq˚q. Let us show that this defines a homomorphism
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of right R-modules. Indeed, consider the following diagram:
p↵
d
q !p
↵
d
q˚ M
d
p↵
d
q !p
↵
d
q˚
M
 
✏✏
p"
↵
d
q M
d
// M
d
M
  ✏✏
M
 
⇧⇧
p↵
d
q !N
 
d
++
e
x
t c
pM
q  
  
p↵
d
q ! 
//
p⌘
 
q p↵
d
q !
N
✏✏
p↵
d
q !M
c
p⌘
 
q p↵
d
q !
M
c
✏✏
p↵
d
q !p
M
 
M
↵
d
q
//
p↵
d
q !M
↵
d
55
p↵
d
q !p
↵
d
q˚  
˚ M
e
p⌘
 
q p↵
d
q !
p↵
d
q˚
 
˚
M
e
✏✏
p"
↵
d
q  
˚
M
e
//  
˚ M
e
p⌘
 
q  
˚
M
e
✏✏
 
˚  
!p↵
d
q !N
 
˚
 
!
p↵
d
q ! 
//
 
˚
p⌧
 
,↵
d
q N
✏✏
 
˚  
!p↵
d
q !M
c
 
˚
p⌧
 
,↵
d
q M
e
✏✏
 
˚
 
!
p↵
d
q !p
M
 
 
˚
M
↵
d
q
//
p‚
q
 
˚  
!p↵
d
q !p
↵
d
q˚  
˚ M
e
 
˚
 
!
p"
↵
d
q  
˚
M
e
//
 
˚
pp⌧
 
,↵
d
q ↵
e˚
M
e
 
!
p↵
d
q !p
 
 
,↵
d
q M
e
q
✏✏
p‚
‚q
 
˚  
! 
˚ M
e
 
˚
p"
 
q M
e
✏✏
 
˚ p↵
e
q !N
 
e
33
 
˚
p↵
e
q ! 
//  
˚ p↵
e
q !M
c
 
˚
p↵
e
q !M
↵
e
//  
˚ p↵
e
q !p
↵
e
q˚ M
e
 
˚
p"
↵
e
q M
e
//  
˚ M
e
where everything commutes either by definition, by the naturality of units and counits or by the unit-
counit equations, apart from the squares marked by p‚q and p‚‚q. But in fact, p‚q commutes by the
definition of module applied to M , while the commutativity of p‚‚q is proved in Lemma 3.4.
As a consequence we obtain the following
Corollary 3.17. Let C be a poset, let c P ObC and let R be a representation of C. For all a P ObRc,
HomMod-RpextcpHaq,Mq –Mcpaq .
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In particular, tHca : c P ObC, a P ObRcu is a set of projective generators of Mod-R.
The above results can be summarized as follows:
Theorem 3.18. Let C be a small category and let R be a representation of C. Then Mod-R is an
pAb.4˚q Grothendieck category. If furthermore C is a poset, then Mod-R has a projective generator.
Let us underline another consequence of Proposition 3.16:
Corollary 3.19. Let C be a poset and let R be a representation of C. If E is an injective object in
Mod-R, then Ec is injective in pRopc ,Abq for all c P ObC.
3.3 Flat modules
In this subsection we introduce a tensor product for modules over a representation and then we study
the induced notion of flatness. Let us start with the following
Definition 3.20. Let R : C Ñ Add be a representation of the small category C, the tensor product over
R is a functor
´bR ´ : Mod-RˆR-Mod Ñ Ab
such that
(1) M bR N “ÀcPObCMc bRc Nc, for M P Mod-R and N P R-Mod;
(2) given two morphisms φ : M1 Ñ M2, ψ : N1 Ñ N2, respectively of right R-modules and left R-
modules, we define
φbR ψ “
à
cPObC
φc bRc ψc : M1 bR N1 ÑM2 bR N2 .
A right R-module M is said to be flat if the functor pM bR ´q : R-Mod Ñ Ab is exact.
Let us remark that the map φbR ψ in the above definition, when written in matricial form, gives a
|ObC| ˆ |ObC| diagonal matrix, whose diagonal entry corresponding to c P ObC is
φc bRc ψc : pM1qc bRc pM2qc Ñ pN1qc bRc pN2qc .
Proposition 3.21. Let R be a representation of the small category C and let M be a right R-module.
If Mc is flat in pRopc ,Abq for all c P ObC, then M is flat.
If furthermore C is a poset and R is left flat, then also the converse is true, that is, M is flat in
Mod-R if and only if Mc is flat in pRopc ,Abq, for all c P ObC.
Proof. Suppose first that Mc is flat in pRopc ,Abq for all c P ObC and let
0 Ñ N1 Ñ N2 Ñ N3 Ñ 0
be a short exact sequence in R-Mod. We should prove that 0 ÑM bRN1 ÑM bRN2 ÑM bRN3 Ñ 0
is exact in Ab, but this is clear since the coproduct is an exact functor and each Mc bRc ´ is an exact
functor.
Suppose now that C is a poset, that R is left flat and that M is flat in Mod-R. Choose c P ObC and
let us show that Mc is flat in pRpcqop,Abq. Indeed, let
0 Ñ A1 Ñ A2 Ñ A3 Ñ 0
be a short exact sequence in pRc,Abq. Then,
0 Ñ ext˚c pA1q Ñ ext˚c pA2q Ñ ext˚c pA3q Ñ 0
is a short exact sequence in R-Mod, and so, by the flatness of M , the sequence
0 ÑM bR ext˚c pA1q ÑM bR ext˚c pA2q ÑM bR ext˚c pA3q Ñ 0
is exact in Ab. Since the morphisms in the above short exact sequence are diagonal matrices, it follows
that the following sequence is short exact
0 Ñ ppi1qcpM bR ext˚c pA1qq Ñ ppi2qcpM bR ext˚c pA2qq Ñ ppi3qcpM bR ext˚c pA3qq Ñ 0 ,
where ppiiqc : ÀdPObCMd bRd extc˚ pAiqd Ñ Mc bRc extc˚ pAiqc “ Mc bRc Ai (for i “ 1, 2, 3) is the
canonical projection from the coproduct in Ab. Thus, we obtained that the following sequence is short
exact
0 ÑMc bRc A1 ÑMc bRc A2 ÑMc bRc A3 Ñ 0 ,
proving that Mc is flat.
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3.4 The category of cartesian modules
Definition 3.22. Given a representation R : C Ñ Add of a small category C, the category of cartesian
modules ModcartpRq is the full subcategory of Mod-R whose objects are the modules M such that, for any
given morphism α : cÑ d in C, the adjoint morphism pMαq! : α!pMcq ÑMd to the structural morphism
Mα : Mc Ñ α˚pMdq is an isomorphism.
The main result of this subsection is to show that the category of cartesian modules over a flat
representation is Grothendieck.
Theorem 3.23. Let C be a small category and consider a right flat representation R : C Ñ Add. Then,
the category ModcartpRq is Grothendieck.
Proof. We start showing that ModcartpRq is an Abelian subcategory of Mod-R. In fact, it is clear that
the 0-module is cartesian. Let φ : M Ñ N be a morphism between two cartesian modules, one has to
show that Kerpφq and CoKerpφq are again cartesian. This is always true for CoKerpφq, and it can be
shown to be true for Kerpφq using the flatness of R. Similarly, given a family tMi : i P Iu of cartesian
modules, one can show that the coproduct
À
IMi taken in Mod-R is cartesian, so that
À
IMi is a
coproduct in ModcartpRq.
As for the category of modules, the most subtle point is to verify that ModcartpRq has a generator; the
rest of the subsection is devoted to the proof of this fact.
Let us denote by r1s “ t0 ÝÑ 1u the category with two objects and just one non-identical morphism
between them. A representation R : r1s Ñ Add is completely determined by the functor φ : R0 Ñ R1.
This allows us to consider morphisms between small preadditive categories just as a representation of
r1s. Notice also that an R-module M is determined by a pair of modules Mi P pRopi ,Abq (i “ 0, 1) and
a morphism Mφ : M0 Ñ φ˚pM1q. Furthermore, M is cartesian provided the adjoint morphism pMφq! is
an isomorphism.
Lemma 3.24. Let R0 and R1 be two small preadditive categories, let κ “ maxtN, |MorpR0q|, |MorpR1q|u,
let also R “ tφ : R0 Ñ R1u be a right flat representation of r1s and let M “ tM0 Ñ φ˚pM1qu be a
cartesian module over R. Given two families X0 and X1 of elements of M0 and M1 respectively, such
that |X0|, |X1| ď κ, there exists a cartesian submodule N “ tN0 Ñ φ˚pN1qu ď M such that |N | ď κ,
X0 Ď N0 and X1 Ď N1. Furthermore, we can take Ni pure in Mi (i “ 0, 1).
Proof. By Corollary 3.10 there is M 1 ď M0 such that X1 ď φ!pM 1q and |M 1| ď κ. We define N as
follows: we let N0 ď M0 be a pure submodule of M0 containing M 1 and X0 and such that |N0| ď κ,
and N1 “ φ!pN0q ď φ!pM0q “M1. The morphism Nφ is just the restriction of Mφ. It is now easy to see
that N satisfies the properties in the statement.
Proposition 3.25. In the setting of Theorem 3.23, let κ “ supt|N|, |MorC|, |MorRc| : c P ObCu and let
M be a cartesian right R-module. Let c P ObC and let x PMc. Then there exists a cartesian submodule
Mx ďM of type κ (i.e., |Mx| ď κ) such that x P pMxqc and pMxqd pure in Md for all d P ObC.
Proof. Choose a well-ordering for MorC and notice that any initial segment in MorC has cardinality
ď κ. We consider also the poset NˆMorC with the lexicographical order. We proceed by induction on
NˆMorC to construct a family tYn,α : α P MorCu of R-submodules of M such that:
(1) x P pY0,α0qc, where α0 is the least element of MorC;
(2) if pn, αq ď pm,βq P NˆMorC then Yn,α ď Ym,β ;
(3) given pn, α : cÑ dq P NˆMorC, the module pYn,αqc Ñ α˚pYn,αqd is cartesian (when considered as
a module over the representation Rc
αÑ Rd of r1s) and pYn,αqc ďMc pure for all c P ObC;
(4) |Yn,α| ď κ for all pn, αq P NˆMorC.
Our Mx will be just the direct union (in Mod-R) Mx “ Ťpn,αqPNˆMorC Yn,α, one can deduce easily by
(1)–(4) that x P pMxqc, that pMxqc is pure in Mc and that |Mx| ď κ. The fact that Mx is cartesian
can be shown as follows: let pβ : c1 Ñ c2q P MorC and notice that the countable family tYn,β : n P Nu
is cofinal in tYn,α : pn, αq P N ˆMorCu, so that there is a canonical isomorphism Mx – ŤnPN Yn,β . In
particular, the map β!pMxqc1 Ñ pMxqc2 is an isomorphism as it can be identified with the direct limit of
the isomorphisms β!pYn,βqc1 Ñ pYn,βqc2 with n P N (here we are using also that β!, being a left adjoint,
commutes with colimits).
Thus, let us construct inductively the family tYn,α : pn, αq P NˆMorCu. We start constructing Y0,α0 ,
where α0 : c1 Ñ c2 is the least element in MorC. We proceed by steps:
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(i) first we let X00 pdq “ tMαpxq : α P HomCpc, dqu, so that X00 pdq is a family of elements of Md, for all
d P ObC, such that X00 pdq ď κ;
(ii) secondly, we use Lemma 3.24 to construct X01 pciq ď Mci pure so that X01 pc1q Ñ α˚0 pX01 pc2qq
is a cartesian (Rpc1q Ñ Rpc2q)-submodule of Mc1 Ñ α˚0Mc2 , such that X00 pciq Ď X01 pciq (for
i “ 1, 2). Furthermore, if d ‰ c1, c2, we let X01 pdq “ X00 pdq. Notice thus that X00 pdq Ď X01 pdq, and
|X01 pdq| ď κ for all d P ObC;
(iii) now let T 00,α0 be the minimal R-submodule of M such that X
0
1 pdq Ď pT 00,α0qd, for all d P ObC;
(iv) for all n P N, we iterate inductively the above three steps to construct Tn0,α0 . Indeed, suppose we
already constructed Tn0,α0 for some n P N and proceed as follows
• let Xn`10 pdq “ pTn0,α0qd for all d P ObC;
• construct Xn`11 pc1q Ñ α˚0 pXn`11 pc2qq using Lemma 3.24, and we let Xn`11 pdq “ Xn`10 pdq for
d ‰ c1, c2
• finally let Tn`10,α0 be the minimal R-submodule of M such that Xn`11 pdq Ď pTn`10,α0 qd, for all
d P ObC;
(v) in this way we constructed a chain tTn0,α0 : n P Nu of R-submodules of M . We define Y0,α0 to be
the union of this ascending chain.
It is clear that Y0,α0 satisfies conditions (1) and (4), while condition (2) is empty in this case. One
should only verify property (3), that is, the morphism pα0q!pY0,α0qc1 Ñ pY0,α0qc2 is an isomorphism but
this follows by construction, in fact there are ascending chains of Rpciq-modules (i “ 1, 2)
X01 pciq ď pT 00,α0qci ď X11 pciq ď pT 10,α0qci ď . . . ď Xn1 pciq ď pTn0,α0qci ď Xn`11 pciq ď . . .
showing that the map pα0q!pY0,α0qc1 Ñ pY0,α0qc2 is in fact the direct union of the isomorphisms
pα0q!Xn1 pc1q Ñ Xn1 pc2q (for n P N), and it is therefore an isomorphism.
Now that we have constructed Y0,α0 , let us proceed with the inductive step. Indeed, let pm,β : c1 Ñ
c2q P NˆMorC and suppose we have already constructed Yn,α for all pn, αq ă pm,βq. Then we construct
Ym,β using the same steps as we did for Y0,α, with the obvious change of notation from T
0
0,α0 to T
0
m,β in
steps (iii) to (v) and changing step (i) by the following
(i1) first we let X00 pdq “ Ťpn,αqăpm,βqpYn,αqd, so that X00 pdq is a family of elements of Md, for all
d P ObC, such that X00 pdq ď κ.
In the same way as we did for Y0,α0 , one shows that Ym,β satisfies properties (1), (3) and (4), while
property (2) holds by construction and (i1).
Corollary 3.26. In the setting of Theorem 3.23, ModcartpRq has a generator.
Proof. Let κ “ supt|N|, |MorC|, |MorRc| : c P ObCu. By the above proposition, given a cartesian right
R-module M , c P ObC and x P Mc, there is a cartesian submodule Mx ď M of type κ such that
x P pMxqc. Then, it is easily seen that řcPObCřxPMcMx “ M . Thus, any cartesian R-module M is
the sum of its cartesian R-submodules of type κ. The statement can then be derived taking a set F of
representatives of the cartesian modules of type κ, so that
À
SPF S generates ModcartpRq.
4 The representation theorem
4.1 The induced change of base
Let R and S be two rings, let φ : RÑ S be an endomorphism and consider the change of base adjunction:
φ! : Mod-RÕ Mod-S : φ˚ .
Using the right exactness of φ! it is not difficult to see that φ!pF q is finitely presented provided F is
finitely presented. In this way we obtain a functor
Φ “ pφ!qæmod-R : mod-RÑ mod-S .
Since Φ is an additive functor between additive categories, it induces a change of base adjunction
Φ! : ppmod-Rqop,AbqÕ ppmod-Sqop,Abq : Φ˚ .
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We obtain the following squares:
ppmod-Rqop,Abq Φ! // ppmod-Sqop,Abq ppmod-Rqop,Abq ppmod-Sqop,AbqΦ˚oo
Mod-R
φ! //
OO
Mod-S
OO
Mod-R
OO
Mod-S
φ˚oo
OO
(4.1)
where the vertical arrows are the contravariant Yoneda embeddings Y .
Proposition 4.1. In the above setting, given N P Mod-S and M P Mod-R,
(1) Φ˚Y pNq – Y φ˚pNq;
(2) Φ!Y pMq – Y φ!pMq.
Furthermore, the isomorphism in (1) extends to a natural isomorphism of functors Φ˚Y – Y φ˚.
Proof. (1) Just by definition,
Φ˚Y pNq “ HomSpΦp´q, Nqæmod-R “ HomSpφ!p´q, Nqæmod-R and HomRp´, φ˚pNqqæmod-R “ Y φ˚pNq ,
so the isomorphism Φ˚Y pNq – Y φ˚pNq follows by the fact that φ! is left adjoint to φ˚. It is now clear
that this isomorphism is natural and it extends to maps to give the natural isomorphism Φ˚Y – Y φ˚.
(2) Let now F be a finitely presented right R-module and let us prove that Φ!Y pF q “ Y φ!pF q. Indeed,
for all G P mod-S,
Φ!Y pF qpGq “ HomRp´, F q bHomSpG,Φp´qq – HomSpG,ΦpF qq “ HomSpG,φ!pF qq “ Y φ!pF qpGq .
Take now a general right R-module M and write it as a direct limit of finitely presented modules
M – limÝÑi Fi. Then, for any finitely presented module F you get HomRpF, limÝÑi Fiq – limÝÑi HomRpF, Fiq,
so there is an isomorphism HomRp´, limÝÑi Fiqæmod-R – limÝÑi Hommod-Rp´, Fiq in ppmod-Rqop,Abq. Then,
Φ!Y pMqpGq “ HomRp´,Mqæmod-R bHomSpG,Φp´qq
– plimÝÑ
i
Hommod-Rp´, Fiqq bHomSpG,Φp´qq
– limÝÑ
i
pHommod-Rp´, Fiq bHomSpG,Φp´qqq
– limÝÑ
i
pHomSpG,ΦpFiqqq
– HomSpG, limÝÑ
i
ΦpFiqq
– HomSpG,φ!plimÝÑ
i
Fiqq “ HomSpG,φ!pMqq ,
where we used that the tensor product (of modules), the tensor product of functors and the covariant
hom-functor corepresented by a finitely presented object commute with direct limits.
As a corollary to the above proposition we obtain that both Φ! and Φ
˚ preserve flat functors:
Corollary 4.2. In the above notation, Φ˚ restricts to a functor
Flatppmod-Sqop,Abq Ñ Flatppmod-Rqop,Abq
and Φ! restricts to a functor Flatppmod-Rqop,Abq Ñ Flatppmod-Sqop,Abq.
Proof. We have to show that, given an object M in Flatppmod-Sqop,Abq, then Φ˚pMq is flat. In-
deed, by Crawley-Boevey’s Theorem M – Y pMq for some M P Mod-S, and so, by Proposition 4.1,
Φ˚pMq – Φ˚Y pMq – Y φ˚pMq, which is flat by Crawley-Boevey’s Theorem. The second statement
follows similarly.
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By the Crawley-Boevey’s Theorem, if we restrict the codomain of Y : Mod-RÑ ppmod-Rqop,Abq to
the full subcategory of flat functors, then Y has a quasi-inverse Y ´1 : Flatppmod-Rqop,Abq Ñ Mod-R.
Using also Corollary 4.2, we obtain the following squares:
Flatppmod-Rqop,Abq Φ! //

Flatppmod-Sqop,Abq

Flatppmod-Rqop,Abq

Flatppmod-Sqop,AbqΦ˚oo

Mod-R
φ! //
YY
Mod-S
YY
Mod-R
YY
Mod-S
φ˚oo
YY
(4.2)
Corollary 4.3. In the above notation, the following natural isomorphisms of functors hold true:
pΦ˚qæFlatppmod-Sqop,Abq – Y φ˚Y ´1 and pΦ!qæFlatppmod-Rqop,Abq – Y φ!Y ´1 .
Proof. For the first isomorphism use the fact that Φ˚Y – Y φ˚ (see Proposition 4.1) and that, Y Y ´1 –
idFlatppmod-Sqop,Abq, so that Φ˚ – Φ˚Y Y ´1 – Y φ˚Y ´1. For the second isomorphism use the fact that
Y φ!Y
´1 is a left adjoint to Y φ˚Y ´1 (as the composition of left adjoints is left adjoint and quasi-inverses
are left and right adjoints) and that pΦ!qæFlatppmod-Rqop,Abq is a left adjoint to pΦ˚qæFlatppmod-Sqop,Abq.
Hence, pΦ!qæFlatppmod-Rqop,Abq – Y φ!Y ´1, as they are adjoint to isomorphic functors.
We have now all the background needed to prove the following
Lemma 4.4. Let φ : RÑ S be a ring homomorphism and let Φ “ pφ!qæmod-R : mod-RÑ mod-S. Given
a morphism f : M Ñ φ˚N , with M P Mod-R and N P Mod-S, the following are equivalent:
(1) the adjoint morphism g : φ!M Ñ N is an isomorphism;
(2) the adjoint morphism G : Φ!Y pMq Ñ Y pNq to F “ Y pfq : Y pMq Ñ Y pφ˚Nq – Φ˚Y pNq is an
isomorphism.
Proof. Consider the following commutative square:
HompYM,Φ˚Y Nq – // HompΦ!YM, Y Nq
HompYM, Y φ˚Nq
–
OO
HompY φ!M,Y Nq
–
OO
HompM,φ˚Nq – //
–
OO
Hompφ!M,Nq
–
OO
where the horizontal arrows are given by the adjointness of pφ!, φ˚q and pΦ!,Φ˚q, while the vertical arrows
are constructed applying the contravariant Yoneda functors and using the natural isomorphisms Φ˚Y –
Y φ˚ and Φ!Y – Y φ!. By this diagram one can see that the morphism G is Y pgq composed with an
isomorphism. Since Y reflects isomorphisms, G is an isomorphism if and only if g is an isomorphism.
In what follows we will need to work with the fibers of the covariant Yoneda functor
Y ˚ : pmod-Rqop Ñ pmod-R,Abq
that associates to a finitely presented right R-module F the covariant hom-functor HomRpF,´qæmod-R.
In this particular case there is a nice description of the fibers. Indeed, fix an object H : mod-RÑ Ab in
the functor category, then
– the objects of pmod-Rqop{H are pairs pF, fq, where F P mod-R and f P HpF q (in fact, it is possible
to identify Hompmod-R,AbqpHomRpF,´q, Hq and HpF q);
– a morphism T : pF, fq Ñ pF 1, f 1q in pmod-Rqop{H is a homomorphism T : F 1 Ñ F in mod-R such
that HpT q : HpF 1q Ñ HpF q sends f 1 ÞÑ f .
Proposition 4.5. In the above notation, if φ! : Mod-RÑ Mod-S is exact, then Φ! : ppmod-Rqop,Abq Ñ
ppmod-Sqop,Abq is exact.
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Proof. For any finitely presented right S-moduleG consider the evaluation functor evG : ppmod-Sqop,Abq Ñ
Ab such that evGpF p´qq “ F pGq. One can see that Φ! is exact if and only if the composition
evG ˝ Φ! is exact for all G P mod-S. On the other hand, there is a natural isomorphism of functors
evG ˝ Φ! – p´ bmod-R HomSpG,Φp´qqq. Thus, we are reduced to verify that the functor
HomSpG,Φp´qq : mod-RÑ Ab
is flat (see [27]),which is equivalent to say that the fiber FG “ ppmod-Rqopq{HomSpG,Φp´qq of the Yoneda
embedding pmod-Rqop Ñ pmod-R,Abq over HomSpG,Φp´qq P pmod-R,Abq is filtered from above. In-
deed, FG is not empty since it contains the object p0, 0 P HomSpG, 0qq. Furthermore, given two objects
pA, a P HomSpG,ΦpAqq and pA1, a1HomSpG,ΦpA1qq, we can consider the direct product AˆA1 P mod-R
with the two canonical projections pi : A ˆ A1 Ñ A and pi1 : A ˆ A1 Ñ A1. Then, pi and pi1 induce
morphisms in FG respectively from pA, a P HomSpG,ΦpAqq and from pA1, a1 P HomSpG,ΦpA1qq to
pAˆA1, pa, a1q P HomSpG,ΦpAˆA1qqq (here we are using implicitly the fact that HomSpG,ΦpAˆA1qq –
HomSpG,ΦpAqq ˆHomSpG,ΦpA1qq).
It remains to check the condition on a pair of parallel morphisms
α1, α2 : pA, a P HomSpG,ΦpAqqÑ pA1, a1 P HomSpG,ΦpA1qqq ,
that correspond to two morphisms α1, α2 : A
1 Ñ A such that Φpα1q ˝ a1 “ Φpα2q ˝ a1 “ a. Indeed, we
have to find a finitely presented module B P mod-R, a homomorphism b : G Ñ ΦpBq and a morphism
β : B Ñ A1 such that Φpβq˝b “ a1 and α1β “ α2β. Let α “ α1´α2 and consider its kernel k : Kerpαq Ñ
A1 in Mod-R (let us stress the fact that Kerpαq may very well not live in mod-R). Since φ! is exact, it
commutes with kernels and so KerpΦpαqq “ φ!pKerpαqq. Thus we obtain a morphism G Ñ φ!pKerpαqq
such that the following diagram commutes
KerpΦpαqq // ΦpA1q Φpαq // ΦpAq
G
D!
OO
a1
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Now write Kerpαq as a direct limit of finitely presented modules Kerpαq “ limÝÑI Bi and notice that,
since G is finitely presented, there exists j P I such that the morphism G Ñ φ!pKerpαqq “ limÝÑI ΦpBiq
factors through the structural map ΦpBjq Ñ φ!pKerpαqq. Let B “ Bj , denote by b : GÑ B the map we
obtained and let β : B Ñ A1 be the composition of B Ñ Kerpαq and Kerpαq Ñ A1. It is now easy to
check that β : pA1, a1q Ñ pB, bq satisfies the required conditions.
4.2 The induced representation
Let R : C Ñ Ring be a strict representation. The aim of this section is to define an induced representation
Rfp : C Ñ Add and to construct a functor Y : ModcartpRq Ñ ModcartpRfpq.
Definition 4.6. Let R : C Ñ Ring be a strict representation. We define the pseudofunctor Rfp : C Ñ
Add as follows:
– Rfppcq “ mod-Rc, for all c P ObC;
– Rfppαq “ α!æmod-Rc : mod-Rc Ñ mod-Rd, for all pα : cÑ dq P C;
– given c
αÑ d βÑ e, we let µβ,α : RfppβqRfppαq Ñ Rfppβαq be the morphism described in Lemma
2.15, that is, given F P mod-Rc,
µβ,α : RfppβqRfppαqF “ pF bRc Rdq bRd Re ÝÑ F bRc Re “ RfppβαqF
pf b r1q b r2 ÞÝÑ f bRβpr1qr2 ;
– given c P ObC, δc : idRfppcq Ñ Rfppidcq is the natural transformation such that, for all F P mod-Rc,
pδcqF : idRfppcqF “ F ÝÑ F bRc Rc “ Rfppidcq
f ÞÝÑ f b 1Rc .
It is an easy exercise on tensor products in categories of modules to check the axioms (Rep.1) and
(Rep.2) that make Rfp a representation.
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Lemma 4.7. In the notation of Definition 4.6, R is a right flat representation if and only if Rfp is
right flat. Furthermore, Rfp is always left flat.
Proof. The first part of the statement is a direct consequence of Proposition 4.5, so it remains to show
that Rfp is always left flat. Indeed, given pα : cÑ dq P C we should prove that the functor
Hommod-RdpRfppαqp´q,´q bmod-Rc ´ : pmod-Rc,Abq Ñ pmod-Rd,Abq
is exact. Equivalently, we have to prove that
Hommod-RdpRfppαqp´q,Kq : pmod-Rcqop Ñ Ab
is a flat functor for all K P mod-Rd. Since pmod-Rcqop is finitely complete, it is enough to show that
Hommod-RdpRfppαqp´q,Kq : pmod-Rcqop Ñ Ab
is left exact (see [27]), which is true as Hommod-RdpRfppαqp´q,Kq is the composition of the left exact3
functor Rfppαqop : pmod-Rcqop Ñ pmod-Rdqop followed by Hommod-Rdp´,Kq : pmod-Rdqop Ñ Ab.
We can now start to relate the two categories Mod-R and Mod-Rfp.
Definition 4.8. Let R : C Ñ Ring be a strict representation and let Yc : Mod-Rc Ñ ppmod-Rcqop,Abq
be the contravariant Yoneda functor, for all c P ObC. We define a functor Y : Mod-R Ñ Mod-Rfp as
follows:
– given a right R-module M , we let Y pMq be such that Y pMqc “ YcpMcq, for all c P ObC. Further-
more,
Y pMqα : YcpMcq YcpMαqÝÑ Ycα˚Md adjunctionÝÑ A˚YdMd ,
for all α P C, where the map Ycα˚Md Ñ A˚YcMc sends a morphism f P HomRcpN,α˚Mdq to
its adjoint morphism pεαqMc ˝ α!pfq P HomRdpα!N,Mdq “ A˚YdMd (here εα is the counit of the
adjunction pα!, α˚q as described at the beginning of Section 2.3);
– given a morphism φ : M Ñ N in Mod-R, we let Y pφq : Y pMq Ñ Y pNq be the morphism such that
Y pφqc “ Ycpφcq, for all c P ObC.
Let us verify that the above definition is correct:
Lemma 4.9. In the notation of Definition 4.8, Y : Mod-RÑ Mod-Rfp is a well-defined functor.
Proof. Given a right R-module M , let us verify that Y pMq is a right Rfp-module. Let us fix some
notation first: given pα : c Ñ dq, pβ : d Ñ eq P C, let γ “ βα : c Ñ e be their composition, let
pα!, α˚q, pβ!, β˚q and pγ!, γ˚q be the change of base adjunctions relative respectively to Rα : Rc Ñ Rd,
Rβ : Rd Ñ Re and Rγ : Rc Ñ Re, while we let pA!, A˚q, pB!, B˚q and pC!, C˚q be the change of
base adjunctions relative respectively to Rfppαq : mod-Rc Ñ mod-Rd, Rfppβq : mod-Rd Ñ mod-Re
and Rfppγq : mod-Rc Ñ mod-Re.
Let us verify first the axiom (Mod.1), that is, we should show that the following diagram commutes:
YcMc
YcMγ
//
Y pMqα //
YcMα
QQQ
QQQ
((QQQ
QQ
A˚YdMd
A˚Y pMqβ //
A˚YdMβ
UUUUU
UU
**UUU
UU
A˚B˚YeMe
Ycα
˚Md
εα˝α!p´q
OO
Ycα
˚Mβ
UUUU
UUU
**UUUU
UU
A˚Ydβ˚Me
εβ˝β!p´q
OO
C˚YeMe
µβ,α˚idMe
mm
Yeα
˚β˚Mep“ Yeγ˚Meq
εα˝α!p´q
OO
εγ˝γ!p´q
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In fact, almost everything commutes either by definition, naturality of transformations, or since R is a
strict representation; let us only comment on the commutativity of the triangle on the right-hand side.
Indeed, by Lemma 3.4, εβ ˝ β!pεαqβ˚ “ εγ ˝ pτβ,αqγ˚ ˝ β!α!pσβ,αq “ εγ ˝ pτβ,αqγ˚ (in fact, σβ,α is the
identity since R is strict). Furthermore, in our case τβ,α (relative to the representation R) and σβ,α
(relative to the representation Rfp) coincide. Now it is easy to check commutativity on elements.
Verifying the axiom (Mod.2) is just an exercise on definitions and tensor products. Similarly, it is
not hard to check that Y respects composition of morphisms and identities. Thus, Y is a well-defined
functor as desired.
3Indeed, α! is right exact as it is left adjoint, so that Rfppαq is right exact, as it is the restriction of α! to a finitely cocomplete
subcategory, thus, Rfppαqop is left exact.
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The following corollary, which is a direct consequence of Lemma 4.4, shows that the functor Y : Mod-RÑ
Mod-Rfp described above, induces by restriction a functor ModcartpRq Ñ ModcartpRfpq.
Corollary 4.10. In the notation of Definition 4.8, let M P Mod-R. Then, M is cartesian if and only
if Y pMq is a cartesian.
4.3 The Representation Theorem
We can now state our main result after introducing the following notation:
Definition 4.11. Let R : C Ñ Ring be a strict representation of the small category C and let Rfp : C Ñ
Add be the induced representation (see Definition 4.6). Let L.FlatpMod-Rfpq (resp., L.FlatpModcartpRfpqq)
be the full subcategory of Mod-Rfp (ModcartpRfpq), whose objects are the (cartesian) modules M such
that Mc P Flatppmod-Rcqop,Abq, for all c P ObC.
The following corollary is a direct consequence of Proposition 3.21:
Corollary 4.12. In the notation of Definition 4.11, let M P Mod-Rfp. If C is a poset, then M P
L.FlatpMod-Rfpq if and only if M is flat in the sense of Definition 3.20.
Proof. By Proposition 4.7, Rfp is a left flat representation of a poset, so that Proposition 3.21 directly
applies to give the desired conclusion.
Theorem 4.13. Let C be a small category and let R : C Ñ Ring be a strict representation. Then the
Yoneda functor Y : Mod-RÑ Mod-Rfp induces equivalences
Mod-R – L.FlatpMod-Rfpq and ModcartpRq – L.FlatpModcartpRfpqq .
Proof. Using Theorem 2.18, it is easy to see that the image of Y is in L.FlatpMod-Rfpq. Let us show first
that Y induces the equivalence on the left-hand side. Indeed, we have to show that Y is fully faithful
and that the image of Y is isomorphism-dense in L.FlatpMod-Rfpq:
Essential surjectivity: given M P L.FlatpMod-Rfpq, Mc P Flatppmod-Rcqop,Abq for all c P ObC and
so we can define Mc “ Y ´1c pMcq “McpRcq (so that Mc – HomRpcqp´,Mcqæmod-Rpcq).
Let us briefly describe the right Rc-module Y
´1
c pA˚Mdq “ pA˚MdqpRcq. Indeed, as an Abelian
group this is exactlyMdpRcbRc Rdq. Furthermore, given r P Rc, consider the following homomorphism
of right Rd-modules:
λr : Rc bRc Rd Ñ Rc bRc Rd such that λrpr1 b r2q “ prr1q b r2 .
Since Md is contravariant, we obtain a right Rc-module structure on MdpRc bRc Rdq, where the right
multiplication by r P Rc acts as Mdpλrq. Similarly, α˚MdpRdq is a right Rc-module, where the right
multiplication by r P Rc acts as MdpλRαprqq.
ApplyingMd to the isomorphism of left Rc-right Rd-modules RcbRcRd Ñ Rd such that pr1br2q ÞÑ
Rαpr1qr2, with obtain an isomorphism of right Rc-modules
ξα : Y
´1
c pA˚Mdq Ñ α˚Y ´1d Md .
We define Mα : Mc Ñ α˚Md as the following composition:
Mc “ Y ´1c Mc
Y ´1c Mα // Y ´1c pA˚Mdq ξα // α˚Y ´1d Md “ α˚Md .
With this definition, it is not difficult to show that M is a right R-module and that Y pMq is
isomorphic to M since, being M locally flat, Mc – YcY ´1c Mc, for all c P ObC. Thus, any locally flat
right Rfp-module is isomorphic to a module in the image of Y .
Full faithfulness: let Φ: MÑ N be a morphism in L.FlatpMod-Rfpq. Then, we can define φ : M Ñ N
(with Mc “ Y ´1c Mc and Nc “ Y ´1c Mc as above), as the morphism such that φc “ Y ´1c Φc, then
Y pφq “ Φ, proving that Y is full. For the faithfulness it is enough to use that each Yc is faithful.
The second equivalence in the statement follows using the already proved full faithfulness, and the
fact that Y pMq P ModcartpRfpq if and only if M P ModcartpRq (by Corollary 4.10), so that the essential
surjectivity proved above restricts to cartesian modules.
The above theorem allows for a good purity theory in Mod-R and ModcartpRq, as the following
definition and corollary show:
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Definition 4.14. Let C be a small category and let R : C Ñ Ring be a strict representation. A short
exact sequence 0 Ñ N Ñ M Ñ M{N Ñ 0 in Mod-R (resp., ModcartpRq) is said to be pure-exact
provided 0 Ñ Nc ÑMc ÑMc{Nc Ñ 0 is pure-exact for all c P ObC.
In fact, when C is a poset, the above notion coincides with the intuitive idea of pure exactness:
Lemma 4.15. Let C be a poset and R : C Ñ Ring be a strict representation. Then a short exact sequence
0 Ñ N ÑM ÑM{N Ñ 0 in Mod-R (resp., ModcartpRq) is pure exact if and only if
0 Ñ N bX ÑM bX ÑM{N bX Ñ 0
is a short exact sequence of Abelian groups for all X P Mod-R.
The following corollary is a direct consequence of Theorem 4.13 and Corollary 2.19:
Corollary 4.16. Let R : C Ñ Ring be a strict representation of the small category C. Then a short
exact sequence 0 Ñ N ÑM ÑM{N Ñ 0 in Mod-R is pure-exact if and only if 0 Ñ Y pNq Ñ Y pMq Ñ
Y pM{Nq Ñ 0 is exact in Mod-Rfp.
5 Pure injective envelopes and the pure derived category
5.1 Covers, envelopes and cotorsion pairs
Throughout this section the symbol G will denote an exact category.
Definition 5.1. Let L be a strictly full subcategory of G. A morphism φ : M Ñ L of G is said to be an
L-preenvelope of M if L P L and if HompL,L1q Ñ HompM,L1q Ñ 0 is exact for every L1 P L. If any
morphism f : LÑ L such that f ˝φ “ φ is an isomorphism, then it is called an L-envelope of M . If the
class L is such that every object has an L-(pre)envelope, then L is called a (pre)enveloping class. The
dual notions are those of L-(pre)covers and (pre)covering class.
The (pre)envelopes and (pre)covers use to take the name of the class over which they are constructed.
Thus the notions of injective (pre)envelopes, pure-injective (pre)envelopes, flat (pre)covers, etc. appear
naturally in the exact categories where the corresponding classes can be defined.
Given a class of objects F in G, we will denote by FK the class
FK “ tC P ObG : Ext1GpF,Cq “ 0, @F P Fu,
and by KF the class
KF “ tG P ObG : Ext1GpG,Dq “ 0, @D P Fu.
A pair of classes pF , Cq in G is called a cotorsion pair provided that FK “ C and KC “ F . The cotorsion
pair pF , Cq is said to be complete provided that for each M P G there are admissible short exact sequences
0 Ñ C Ñ F ÑM Ñ 0 and 0 ÑM Ñ C 1 Ñ F 1 Ñ 0 where F, F 1 P F and C,C 1 P C. Then 0 ÑM Ñ C 1
is a C-preenvelope of M with cokernel in F . Such preenvelopes are named special preenvelopes. Dually,
F ÑM Ñ 0 is a special F-precover.
A class F in G is said to be resolving if it is closed under kernels of admissible epimorphisms in F . A
cotorsion pair pF , Cq in G is called hereditary whenever ExtnGpF,Cq “ 0, for all F P F , C P C and n ě 1.
A pair of classes pF ,FKq is cogenerated by a set S Ď F provided that C P FK if and only if
Ext1GpF,Cq “ 0, @F P S. If the pair pF ,FKq is cogenerated by a set, and F is closed under extensions
and direct limits (indeed a weaker condition suffices) we get from [7, Theorem 2.5] that every object M
has a special FK-preenvelope. One standard way of getting the “cogenerated by a set” condition, is to
check that the class F is Kaplansky and closed under direct limits. We recall now the definition of a
Kaplansky class:
Definition 5.2. Let G be a Grothendieck category. Let F be a class of objects in G and let κ be a
regular cardinal. We say that F is a κ-Kaplansky class if for each Z Ď F , with F P F and where Z is
κ-presentable, there exists a κ-presentable object S ‰ 0 such that Z Ď S Ď F and S, F {S P F . We say
that F is a Kaplansky class if it is κ-Kaplanksy for some regular cardinal κ.
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5.2 Pure injective envelopes
The first application of Theorem 4.13 is the existence of pure-injective envelopes in ModcartpRq. We
recall that E P ModcartpRq is pure-injective if every pure exact sequence 0 Ñ E Ñ M Ñ N Ñ 0 in
ModcartpRq (in the sense of Definition 4.14) splits.
The cartesian modules belonging to L.FlatpModcartpRfpqqK will be called cotorsion modules.
Lemma 5.3. Let R : C Ñ Ring be a strict representation. The class L.FlatpModcartpRfpqq in ModcartpRfpq
is a Kaplansky class. As a consequence every M P ModcartpRfpq has a cotorsion envelope whose cokernel
belongs to L.FlatpModcartpRfpqq.
Proof. The first part follows as in Proposition 3.25, using Appendix A. Then, since L.FlatpModcartpRfpqq
is closed under extensions and direct limits, a standard argument (see [1, Proposition 2]) shows that
the pair pL.FlatpModcartpRfpq,L.FlatpModcartpRfpqqKq is cogenerated by a set. Therefore we can apply
[7, Theorem 2.5] to infer that every M P ModcartpRfpq has a cotorsion preenvelope with cokernel in
L.FlatpModcartpRfpqq. Now, by [35, Proposition 2.2.1 and Theorem 2.2.2] it follows that M has a
cotorsion envelope with cokernel in L.FlatpModcartpRfpq.
Theorem 5.4. Let R : C Ñ Ring be a strict representation. Every M P ModcartpRfpq has a pure-
injective envelope.
Proof. Once we have established the equivalence ModcartpRq – L.FlatpModcartpRfpqq the proof follows
the same lines as the proof given by Herzog in [17, Theorem 6]; the main ingredients being Corollary 4.16
and the fact that pure-injectives in ModcartpRq are in 1-1 correspondence with cotorsion cartesian mod-
ules in L.FlatpModcartpRfpqq. Then, given M P ModcartpRq, its pure injective envelope is the cartesian
module E P ModcartpRq, such that Y pEq is the cotorsion envelope of Y pMq in L.FlatpModcartpRfpqq.
5.3 Induced cotorsion pairs in a Grothendieck category
Proposition 5.5. Let G be a Grothendieck category. Let F be a strictly full additive subcategory which
is resolving and closed under taking extensions. Let us denote by pF ,Ext|F q the induced exact category
on F . Consider a subclass L Ď F such that:
(1) L is Kaplansky;
(2) L is closed under direct limits and extensions;
(3) L contains a generator of pF ,Ext|F q.
Then the induced pair pL,LK X Fq is a hereditary and complete cotorsion pair in pF ,Ext|F q.
Proof. Let us denote by KF the orthogonal computed inside pF ,Ext|F q. Therefore
LKF “ tC P F : Ext1GpL,Cq “ 0,@L P Lu.
It is then clear that LKF “ LK X F . Now let S PKFL, so S P F . We need to show that S P L.
By the hypothesis, there exists an epimorphism L Ñ S Ñ 0, with L P L. Since F is resolving,
K “ KerpL Ñ Sq P F . Now, there exists a short exact sequence 0 Ñ K Ñ D Ñ M Ñ 0 with M P L
and D P LK. Let us construct the pushout diagram along K Ñ D and K Ñ L:
0

0

0 // K

// L //

// S // 0
0 // D

// T

// S // 0
M

M

0 0
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Then, since L,M P L, it follows that T P L. Analogously, since K,M P F , D P LK X F “ LKF . So the
sequence 0 Ñ D Ñ T Ñ S Ñ 0 splits and hence S P L.
Now, let us see that pL,LKF q is a complete cotorsion pair in pF ,Ext|F q. Let F P F . By the
hypothesis on L there exists a short exact sequence 0 Ñ F Ñ T Ñ L Ñ 0 with T P LK and L P L.
Since L Ď F and F is closed under extensions, we follow that T P LKF “ LKXF . So the cotorsion pair
pL,LK X Fq in pF ,Ext|F q has enough injectives. Now let S P F . The same proof as before gives us a
short exact sequence 0 Ñ D Ñ T Ñ S Ñ 0 with T P L and D P LKF . Therefore pL,LKF q has enough
projectives, whence it is a complete cotorsion pair in pF ,Ext|F q.
Let us finally see that the complete cotorsion pair pL,LKF q is also hereditary. Let us see that
Ext2GpL,Cq “ 0, for each L P L and C P LKF . Then the argument will follow by an easy induction. So
let 0 Ñ C Ñ T Ñ H Ñ L Ñ 0 be an extension in Ext2GpL,Cq. Since L contains a generator of F and
F is resolving, we can find an equivalent sequence 0 Ñ C Ñ T 1 Ñ H 1 Ñ L Ñ 0 to the given one, with
H 1 (and hence KerpH 1 Ñ Lq) in L. So it is equivalent to the zero element in Ext2GpL,Cq.
Now we can apply Proposition 5.5 to some particular instances to get induced cotorsion pairs. Since
we will be always dealing with the class L.FlatpModcartpRfpqq in ModcartpRfpq, we will denote it simply
by L.Flat. We introduce the notation ChpL.Flatq for the chain complexes M P ChpModcartpRfpqq such
that Mn P L.Flat, @n P Z. And we denote by ČL.Flat the class of acyclic complexes L P ChpL.Flatq for
which ZnL P L.Flat. Here ZnL stands for the n-th cycle cartesian module of L.
Corollary 5.6. Let R be a strict representation and ModcartpRfpq the induced category of cartesian
modules on Rfp:
(1) the pair pL.Flat,L.FlatK X L.Flatq in pL.Flat,Ext|L.Flatq is a hereditary complete cotorsion pair;
(2) the pair pChpL.Flatq,ChpL.FlatqK X ChpL.Flatqq in pChpL.Flatq,Ext|ChpL.Flatqq is a hereditary
complete cotorsion pair;
(3) the pair pČL.Flat, ČL.FlatK X ChpL.Flatqq in pChpL.Flatq,Ext|ChpL.Flatqq is a hereditary complete
cotorsion pair.
Proof. We will exhibit, in each of the three cases, two classes L and F that satisfy the hypotheses of
Proposition 5.5, which gives therefore the statement.
(1) Take L “ F “ L.Flat and G “ ModcartpRfpq in Proposition 5.5. By Appendix A, the class
L.Flat is clearly closed under kernel of epimorphisms in ModcartpRfpq. Clearly, it is also closed under
extensions and direct limits. Finally, L is Kaplansky by Lemma 5.3.
(2) Take G “ ChpModcartpRfpqq, L “ F “ ChpL.Flatq in Proposition 5.5. Since ModcartpRfpq is
Grothendieck (Theorem 3.23), ChpModcartpRfpqq is also Grothendieck. Since L.Flat is resolving, closed
under extensions and direct limits, the class F will also fulfill these properties. Finally, the class L is
Kaplansky by [32, Corollary 2.7 and Theorem 4.2(1)].
(3) Take G “ ChpModcartpRfpqq, L “ ČL.Flat and F “ ChpL.Flatq in Proposition 5.5. The class L is
closed under extensions and direct limits because the acyclic chain complexes form a thick subcategory
in ChpModcartpRfpqq and L.Flat is closed under extensions and direct limits. The chain complexes of L
of the form . . .Ñ 0 Ñ G 1GÑ GÑ 0 Ñ . . ., with G P L.Flat, form a generating set for pF ,Ext|ChpL.Flatqq,
so condition (3) in Proposition 5.5 is also satisfied. Finally L is Kaplansky by [32, Corollary 2.7 and
Theorem 4.2(2)].
5.4 The pure derived category of cartesian modules
In this subsection we apply Theorem 4.13 to define the derived category of ModcartpRq relative to the
pure-exact structure we introduced in Definition 4.14. As we already commented in the Introduction,
this notion extends and relates the various proposals of pure derived categories on a scheme already
appeared in the literature (see [9, §1. Corollary] for a quasi-separated scheme and [26, §§2.5] for a
Noetherian separated scheme).
Theorem 5.7. Let R : C Ñ Ring be a strict representation. Let E be the pure-exact structure in
ModcartpRq coming from Definition 4.14, and let ChpModcartpRqq be the category of unbounded complexes
of cartesian modules. Then there is an exact injective model category structure on ChpModcartpRqq with
respect to the induced degree-wise exact structure from E, such that
– the trivial objects are the pure acyclic complexes;
– every chain complex is cofibrant;
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– the trivially fibrant objects are the injective complexes in ChpModcartpRqq, Eq, that is, the con-
tractible complexes with pure-injective components.
The corresponding homotopy category is the pure derived category DpurepModcartpRqq.
Proof. Let us denote KChpL.Flatq by KChpFq. First we will show that the pairs pChpL.Flatq,ChpL.FlatqKChpFqq
and pČL.Flat, ČL.FlatKChpFqq in ChpL.Flatq satisfy the Hovey correspondence in its version for exact cat-
egories (see [21] and [19, Corollary 3.4]). We will denote by R the class ČL.FlatKChpFq and by W the
class ČL.Flat. It is clear that W is a thick subcategory of ChpL.Flatq. That is, if two terms in a short
exact sequence 0 Ñ W1 Ñ W2 Ñ W3 Ñ in ChpL.Flatq are in W, then the third one is also in W.
Notice that the chain complexes in ChpL.FlatqKChpFq are the contractible complexes in ChpL.Flatq that
are cotorsion in each degree. We ought to see that this class coincides with R XW. By its definition,
for each G P R XW, the identity map 1G : G Ñ G is null homotopic. Hence the chain complex G
is contractible. Finally let us see that each degree Gn in G is cotorsion. So let F P L.Flat. Then
ExtModcartpRfpqqpF,Gnq – ExtChpModcartpRfpqqpDnpF q, Gq, where DnpF q is the chain complex with F in
degree n and n´ 1 and 0 otherwise. All the maps are zero except dn “ 1F . Therefore DnpF q P ČL.Flat,
so ExtChpModcartpRfpqqpDnpF q, Gq “ 0. Thus Gn P L.Flat is cotorsion. So these pairs define a model
structure in pChpL.Flatq,ExtChpL.Flatqq. The model structure is injective in the sense that all complexes
of ChpL.Flatq are cofibrant and the trivially fibrant objects (the class R XW) are the injectives in
ChpL.Flatq.
We now use Theorem 4.13 to obtain our statement. In fact the pure acyclic cochain complexes in
pChpModcartpRqq, Eq correspond to the complexes in the class ČL.Flat inside pChpL.Flatq,Ext|ChpL.Flatqq.
The injective model structure in ChpL.Flatq is determined by the complete cotorsion pair pW,Rq above.
The class W corresponds with the class of pure acyclic chain complexes in pChpModcartpRqq, Eq. And
the class R corresponds with the class of chain complexes M such that any map E Ñ M is null
homotopic, for each pure acyclic chain complex E. Finally the classRXW corresponds to the contractible
complexes of pure-injective cartesian modules. Hence we get the corresponding injective model structure
on pChpModcartpRqq, Eq as described.
Remark 5.8. Given a strict representation R, there are corresponding versions of theorems 5.4 and 5.7
for the category Mod-R.
A Purity in functor categories
In this appendix we closely analyse the notion of purity in functor categories, reducing it to the notion of
purity in categories of modules over unitary rings (with just one object): in fact, given a small preadditive
category C, we first reduce the theory of purity in pCop,Abq to the category of unitary modules over a
ring with enough idempotents RC , and then to purity in a full subcategory of the category of modules
over a ring R˚C (with unit), that contains RC as an ideal. Let us start recalling the following
Definition A.1. Let C be a small preadditive category and let N ď M P pCop,Abq. We say that N is
pure in M if the sequence 0 Ñ N bC K ÑM bC K is exact for all K P pC,Abq.
The reductions described above will allow us to deduce the following Theorem from results of [1].
Theorem A.2. Let C be a small preadditive category, let λ “ maxt|N|, |MorC|u. Then, given N ďM P
pCop,Abq with |N | ď λ, there exists N˚ ďM pure such that N ď N˚ and |N˚| ď λ.
A.1 From pCop,Abq to Mod-RC
Let C be a small preadditive category and consider the ring RC which is the ring of |ObC| ˆ |ObC|
matrices prjiqi,jPObC with rji : i Ñ j and with a finite number of non-zero terms in each row and in
each column. Given a morphism φ in C, we identify φ with the matrix in RC whose unique non-trivial
entry is φ. With this notation one can see that tidc : c P ObCu is a complete set of pairwise orthogonal
idempotents in RC.
Definition A.3. A unitary right RC-module is an Abelian group M together with a right RC action
M ˆRC ÑM pm, rq ÞÑ mr
such that, for all m,n PM and r, s P RC:
(1) mpr ` sq “ mr `ms;
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(2) pm` nqr “ mr ` nr;
(3) pmrqs “ mprsq;
(4) MRC “ tmr : m PM, r P RCu “M .
Given two unitary right RC-modules M and N , a homomorphism φ : M Ñ N is a homomorphism of
right RC-modules if φpmrq “ φpmqr for all m P M , r P RC. We denote by Mod-RC the category of
unitary right RC-modules. The category RC-Mod of unitary left RC-modules is defined similarly.
From now on, unless explicitly stated, all the modules over RC we consider are unitary. The following
result is proved in [11, Chapitre II, §1]:
Proposition A.4. In the above notation, there are inverse equivalences of categories
S : pCop,AbqÔ Mod-RC : T ,
where S is defined as follows:
– given F : Cop Ñ Ab, SpF q “ ÀcPObC F pcq with prdcqd,c P RC acting on SpF q as the matrixpF prdcqqd,c, where F prdcq : F pdq Ñ F pcq;
– given α : F Ñ G, Spαq : ÀcPObC F pcq Ñ ÀcPObC Gpcq is the diagonal ObC matrix whose entry
corresponding to c P ObC is αc;
while T is defined as follows:
– given a right RC-module M , T pMq : Cop Ñ Ab is such that
c ÞÑMidc pf : cÑ dq ÞÑ pMidd ¨fÝÑMidcq
for all c, d P ObC and f P HomCpc, dq;
– given a homomorphism of right RC-modules, φ : M Ñ N we let T pφq : T pMq Ñ T pNq be the natural
transformation whose component at c P ObC is T pφqc : Midc Ñ Nidc, such that T pφqcpmidcq “
φpmqidc.
Of course the above proposition has an analogous version for left modules. Abusing notations we use
the same notations for the functors on left modules
S : pC,AbqÔ RC-Mod: T .
In the following lemma we show that in fact the above equivalences of categories respect the tensor
product and so they can be used to translate problems about purity in the functor category pCop,Abq
into analogous problems in Mod-RC . Recall that the tensor product of (right and left) RC-modules is
defined exactly as for modules over rings with 1.
Lemma A.5. In the above notation, there is a canonical isomorphism of functors pCop,AbqˆpC,Abq Ñ
Ab:
´bC ´ – Sp´q bRC Sp´q .
Proof. Given M P pCop,Abq and N P pC,Abq,
M bC N “
˜ à
cPObC
Mpcq bZ Npcq
¸
{H
where H is the subgroup generated by the elements of the from Mpαqpmq b n ´ m b Npαqpnq, with
m P Mpdq, n P Npdq and α P HomCpc, dq. To shorten notations we let A “ ÀcPObCMpcq bZ Npcq, so
that M bC N “ A{H. Similarly,
SpMq bRC SpNq “
˜ à
cPObC
Mpcq bZ
à
cPObC
Npcq
¸
{K “
˜ à
c,dPObC
Mpcq bZ Npdq
¸
{K ,
where K is the subgroup generated by the elements of the from xr b y ´ x b ry, with x P SpMq,
y P SpNq and r P RC . Again to shorten notations we let B “ Àc,dPObCMpcq bZ Npdq, so that
SpMq bRC SpNq “ B{K. Let φ : AÑ B be the map that identifies A with a sub-direct sum of B in the
obvious way and let K 1 be the subgroup of K generated by the elements xrb y´xb ry with x P SpMq,
y P SpNq and r “ idc for some c P ObC. It is not difficult to see that φ induces an isomorphism
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pi ˝ φ “ φ¯ : A Ñ B{K 1, where pi is the projection pi : B Ñ B{K 1. In fact, φ¯ is surjective since, given
pmc b ndqc,d P B,
pmc b ndqc,d ´ φpmc b ncqc “
ÿ
cPObC
ppmcidc b ndqc,d ´ pmc b idcndqc,dq P K 1
Similarly, if φpmc b ncqc P K 1, it means that there exist x1, . . . , xn P SpMq , y1, . . . , yn P SpNq and
c1, . . . , cn P ObC such that
φpmc b ncqc “
nÿ
i“1
pxiidci b yi ´ xi b idciyiq .
Notice that the components corresponding to pc, cq, c P ObC, are zero on the right hand side, showing
that pmc b ncqc “ 0. This proves the injectivity of φ.
One can prove similarly that φ¯pHq “ K{K 1, showing that φ¯ induces an isomorphism
φM,N : M bC N Ñ SpMq bRC SpNq .
It is not difficult to show that φM,N is natural in both variables and so it gives an isomorphism of
functors.
A.2 From Mod-RC to σpRCq
Now we want to identify Mod-RC with a suitable full subcategory of Mod-R˚C , where R
˚
C is a ring (with
unit) containing RC as a subring. More precisely, as an Abelian group R˚C “ ZˆRC , while multiplication
is defined as follows:
R˚C ˆR˚C Ñ R˚C ppm, rq, pn, sqq ÞÑ pmn,ms` rn` rsq .
It is easily seen that the above multiplication is associative and it is compatible with the sum in ZˆRC ,
furthermore the element p1, 0q is a unit and the map RC Ñ R˚C such that r ÞÑ p0, rq is an injective
homomorphism of rings (without unit). The ring homomorphism RC Ñ R˚C allows one to construct a
forgetful functor
Mod-R˚C Ñ Mod-RC .
On the other hand, there is a canonical functor
Mod-RC Ñ Mod-R˚C
that sends a right RC-module M to the right R˚C -module whose underlying Abelian group is M and
M ˆR˚C ÑM pm, pn, rqq “ mn`mr .
In particular, RC can be viewed naturally as a right R˚C -module.
Definition A.6. In the above notation, we let σpRCq “ tM P Mod-R˚C : DRpIqC Ñ M Ñ 0u be the full
subcategory of Mod-R˚C of all the modules generated by RC. Analogously one defines pRCqσ Ď R˚C -Mod.
Notice also that, given a morphism φ : M Ñ N of right RC-modules, φ is an endomorphism of
R˚C -modules when we endow M and N with their canonical right R
˚
C -module structure as described
above.
The following result is proved in [34, §49]:
Proposition A.7. In the above notation, there is an equivalence of categories U : Mod-RC Ñ σpRCq,
assigning to M P Mod-RC the corresponding R˚C -module MR˚C . Furthermore, given a right RC-module
M ,
(1) U induces a bijection between the lattice of RC-submodules of M and that of R˚C -submodules of
UpMq;
(2) |M | “ |UpMq| (as M and UpMq have the same structure as Abelian groups).
Of course the above proposition has its analog for left module. We denote again by
U : RC-Mod Ñ pRCqσ
the equivalence of categories on the left.
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Lemma A.8. In the above notation, there is a canonical isomorphism of functors Mod-RCˆRC-Mod Ñ
Ab:
´bRC ´ – Up´q bR˚C Up´q .
Proof. Let M P Mod-RC and N P RC-Mod. Then,
M bRC N “ pM bZ Nq{H and UpMq bR˚C UpNq “ pM bZ Nq{K ,
where H “ xmrbn´mbrn : r P RC ,m PM,n P Ny and K “ xmrbn´mbrn : r P R˚C ,m PM,n P Ny.
Thus, it is enough to show that H “ K as subgroups of M bZ N . Since RC is a subring of R˚C , it is
clear that H Ď K. On the other hand, given pk, rq P R˚C , m P M and n P N we have to show that
mpk, rq b n´mb pk, rqn P H. But in fact, pk, rq “ pk, 0q ` p0, rq and so
mpk, rq b n´mb pk, rqn “ mpk, 0q b n`mp0, rq b n´mb pk, 0qn´mb p0, rqn
“ pmpk, 0q b n´mb pk, 0qnq ` pmp0, rq b n´mb p0, rqnq
“ 0` pmp0, rq b n´mb p0, rqnq P H .
On can verify that the isomorphism M bRC N Ñ UpMq bR˚C UpNq such that mbn ÞÑ mbn is natural
in both variables.
Now we have all the tools to give the following
Proof of Theorem A.2. Given N ďM as in the statement, consider USpNq ď USpMq in σpRCq. Notice
that |R˚C | “ maxt|N|, |RC |u “ maxt|N|,MorCu, so |R˚C | ď λ, and |USpNq| “ |SpNq| “ |N | ď λ.Thus, we
can use [1, Lemma 1] to show that there is a pure submodule K˚ of USpMq such that |K˚| ď λ and
USpNq. Since both U and S induce isomorphisms of lattices of submodules and preserve cardinality, we
obtain N˚ ďM such that N ď N˚ and |N˚| ď λ. To conclude it is enough to verify that N˚ is pure in
M , but this is easy to see using Lemmas A.5 and A.8.
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